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Next 30 years will be
era of BJP: Amit Shah

Buoyed by Speaker victory, Shinde govt
to seek 'vote of confidence' on Monday S

Hyderabad|Agencies

After winning the maiden major legislature battle - the election of Maharashtra Legislative
Assembly Speaker - the Eknath Shinde government supported by the Bharatiya Janata Party
is now preparing for the crucial 'vote of confidence' in the House, scheduled here on Monday.

Team Absolute|Mumbai
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fter winning the maiden
major legislature battle the election of
Maharashtra Legislative
Assembly Speaker - the
Eknath Shinde government supported by the Bharatiya Janata Party is
now preparing for the crucial 'vote of
confidence' in the House, scheduled
here on Monday. The Shinde-led
government, which was sworn-in on
June 30 after the collapse of the 31month-old Maha Vikas Aghadi government, will seek the confidence
vote on the second day of the 2-day
Special Session of the Assembly convened by Governor Bhagat Singh
Koshyari. Deputy Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis said the ruling
alliance will easily win the house
trust as it has 166 MLAs on its side,

comprising the BJP, the Shiv Sena's
rebel group which broke away on
June 20, besides independents and
smaller parties' legislators - sufficient
to clear the midway mark of 145 (in

the 288-member Lower House).
The government passed its first litmus test this afternoon when BJP's
Advocate leader Rahul Narwekar - a
first-time legislator - was elected as

the youngest-ever Speaker of the
House and also the youngest to hold
the august office in the country.
While Narwekar bagged 164 votes,
the MVA candidate Rajan Salvi
secured only 107 votes of the 271
votes polled in the 288-member
house. Of the rest 17, one has passed
away, 2 are in custody, 3 abstained,
and the remaining others were
absent for various reasons, including
ill-health.Congress leader Nana
Patole was the last Speaker, who was
elected late in 2019 after the Shiv
Sena-Nationalist Congress PartyCongress MVA government headed
by Chief Minister Uddhav Thackeray
took office.However, Patole quit the
post in February 2021 after he was
appointed as the state Congress
President and since then, NCP's
Deputy Speaker Narhari Zirwal was
officiating for nearly 18 months.

enior BJP leader and Union Home
Minister Amit Shah on Sunday said that
the next 30 years will be the era of BJP
and India will become a 'Vishwa guru' (world
leader).Shah was speaking after presenting
the political resolution on the second day of
the BJP National Executive Committee (NEC)
meeting here.The resolution was seconded by
the Karnataka Chief Minister Basavaraj
Bommai and his Assam counterpart Himanta
Biswa Sarma.The resolution talked about
making the country free from politics of
casteism, family rule and appeasement to
take India into a new era of empowerment
and development.Sharing details of Shah's
address while presenting the political resolution, Assam Chief Minister Sarma said, "The
Union Home Minister termed the recent
Supreme Court judgement on the 2002
Gujarat riots historic and said all the allegations levelled against Prime Minister
Narendra Modi proved baseless and politically motivated.""Some journalists, NGOs and
political parties driven by their own ideologies and for their own agenda conspire to
defame Prime Minister Modi. But Prime
Minister Modi kept faith in the Constitution
and faced SIT in Gujarat riots case without
speaking a single word for 20 years unlike
some leaders who enact political drama and
spread anarchy when faced by investigating

 SENIOR BJP LEADER AND UNION HOME
MINISTER AMIT SHAH ON SUNDAY SAID
THAT THE NEXT 30 YEARS WILL BE THE
ERA OF BJP AND INDIA WILL BECOME A
'VISHWA GURU' (WORLD LEADER).
agencies on corruption charges," Sarma said
quoting Home Minister Shah.
"The Home Minister said that the recent
electoral victory of BJP is victory of politics of
performance and development, and it also
ended politics of caste, dynasty and regionalism."Home Minister also spoke about opposition parties and said that today the opposition is divided. Congress members are fighting to establish democracy within the party.
"The Union Minister mentioned GST, air
and surgical strike, triple talaq, abrogation of
Article 370, CAA, vaccine, new recruitment
scheme for armed forces 'Agnipath' and other
government welfare schemes."
Union Home Minister Shah also said that
West Bengal and Telangana will be freed from
dynasty politics. He also said that a BJP government will be formed in the other Southern
states, including Telangana and Tamil Nadu.
Congress is suffering from 'Modi phobia'
and opposing every decision taken by the
Modi Government in the national interest,
Sarma said quoting the Home Minister.
The political resolution also said that politics of region and language has ended after
the Modi government came to power in 2014.

Villagers overpower 2 most wanted Manipur landslide toll rises TELANGANA INTELLIGENCE
Lashkar terrorists in J&K's Reasi
to 37, 28 still untraced OFFICER 'CAUGHT' DURING BJP
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE MEET

The villagers of Tukson
Dhok village in Jammu
and Kashmir's Reasi district on Sunday showed
great courage when
they overpowered and
apprehended two most
wanted terrorists of proscribed outfit Lashkar-eTaiba (LeT), who had
reached there to take
shelter after continuous
pressure from the police
and Army.
Jammu|Agencies

T

he villagers of Tukson Dhok village in
Jammu and Kashmir's Reasi district on
Sunday showed great courage when
they overpowered and apprehended two
most wanted terrorists of proscribed outfit
Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), who had reached
there to take shelter after continuous pressure from the police and Army.
They have been identified as Talib Hussain
of Rajouri and Faisal Ahmed Dar of
Pulwama. Two AK rifles, seven grenades, a
pistol and a huge quantity of ammunition
was recovered from their possession.
"It is pertinent to note that the Rajouri
police had very recently recovered a large
number of IEDs and had busted a module of

Imphal|Agencies
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LeT in which two terrorists of the outfit were
arrested and Talib Hussain was declared as
an absconder and a reward was announced
on him. Talib Hussain was in constant touch
with LeT terrorist Qasim based in Pakistan
and was involved in at least three cases of
IED blasts in Rajouri district besides civilian
killings and grenade blasts," police said.
"During preliminary questioning, it was
revealed that both the terrorists were also in
touch with a Pakistani LeT handler Salman,
who was continuously in touch with them."
Jammu and Kashmir Lt. Governor Manoj
Sinha applauded the villagers for their
courage. He said that with this kind of determination shown by the villagers, the end
days of terrorism is not far in the union territory. He also announced a cash reward of Rs
5 lakh for the villagers.

PUNJAB CABINET'S FIRST
EXPANSION LIKELY ON MONDAY

he death toll in
Thursday's devastating
landslide at a railway
construction site in Manipur's
Noney district increased to 37,
including 24 Territorial Army
soldiers, as more bodies were
recovered on Sunday, while
search operations were underway amid hostile weather conditions to locate 28 missing
people, officials said.
Chief Minister N. Biren
Singh and district officials also
said that another massive
landslide devastated Sibilong
in the same district early on
Sunday.Official reports said
that landslides triggered by the
incessant rains also occurred
on Saturday night in western
Manipur's Tupul, where
around 80 persons, including
Territorial Army personnel,
were buried alive after
Thursday's catastrophic mudslide.The Chief Minister on
Sunday visited the Army hospital and spent some times
with the jawans injured in the
Tupul landslide. He

A

L

ess than four months after the Aam Aadmi Party's (AAP)
sweeping victory in the Punjab Assembly elections, the
Bhagwant Mann government will have its first cabinet
expansion on Monday evening with five new ministers,
including second-time legislator Aman Arora, likely to be
inducted.With their induction, the total strength of the council of ministers will rise to 15, including the Chief Minister.
There, still, will be eight vacancies.
The government has sent a letter to Governor Banwari Lal
Purohit for seeking time for the oath-taking ceremony on
Monday, an official, speaking on the condition of anonymity,
told IANS.The legislators to be included are Fauja Singh
Sarahi from Guru Harsahai, Inderbir Singh Nijjar from
Amritsar (South), who was the protem Speaker, Anmol Gagan
Mann from Kharar, Chetan Singh Jauramajra from Samana,
and Arora from Sunam.
In an unprecedented action, Health Minister Vijay Singla
was sacked from the state Cabinet on May 24 and arrested on
corruption charges with Chief Minister Mann saying his government has zero tolerance towards corruption.

announced Rs 50,000 ex gratia
to each jawan and wished
them speedy recovery.
Due to continuous heavy
downpour and landslides,
multiple road blockades
occurred at Nungdolan,
Nungkao and Sibilong on the
National Highway 37.
Authorities concerned have
been informed to clear the
road, Biren Singh said urging
the people to take care and
avoid NH 37 for time being.
Defence spokesman Lt Col
Angom Bobin Singh said that
despite extreme bad weather,
intensive search operations by
Indian Army, Assam Rifles,
Territorial Army, National and
State Disaster Response Forces
continued at the incident site
at Tupul.The "Through Wall
Radar" and search and rescue

dogs were inducted to hasten
the search operation, he said
adding that 13 Territorial Army
personnel and five civilians
were rescued.Relentless efforts
to search for the remaining
seven missing Territorial Army
personnel and 21 civilians
would continue till the last
individual is found, the
Defence spokesman
said.Meanwhile, experts said
that Noney district is an earthquake-prone zone and several
high and moderate intensity
tremors have occurred in the
areas earlier.The district
administration again on
Sunday cautioned civilians living in downstream areas of the
Ijei river to evacuate due to the
likelihood of breach in the
dam created on the river by
the landslide.

The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) leaders on
Sunday claimed that they caught an intelligence
officer of Telangana who allegedly intruded into
the ongoing national executive of the party here.

Hyderabad: The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) leaders
on Sunday claimed that they caught an intelligence officer of Telangana who allegedly intruded into the ongoing
national executive of the party here.
The incident occurred before the start of the second
day proceedings at Hyderabad International Convention
Centre (HICC).
Senior leader Indrasena Reddy told reporters that the
officer was caught when he was taking photos of the draft
resolutions kept on the tables at the meeting hall.
The officer, who identified himself as intelligence
inspector Srinivas Rao, entered the meeting hall with a
police pass. The BJP leader said police officials have no
permission to enter the meeting hall.
"We handed him over to the police commissioner and
made him delete the photos he had taken on his mobile
phone," he said.Reddy demanded that the Telangana
government should come out with a clarification and
apologise for the incident."Everyone has his/her privacy.
This was a violation of our privacy," he said.
The BJP leader alleged that unable to digest the conduct of the national executive in Hyderabad, the
Telangana Rashtra Samithi (TRS) government made an
attempt to leak the internal deliberations to malign the
saffron party.

India has new Covid sub-variant of
Omicron, may be alarming: Israeli expert
Team Absolute|New Delhi

Team Absolute|Chandigarh

The death toll in Thursday's devastating landslide at a
railway construction site in Manipur's Noney district
increased to 37, including 24 Territorial Army soldiers,
as more bodies were recovered on Sunday, while
search operations were underway amid hostile weather conditions to locate 28 missing people, officials said.

bout 10 states in India have detected
a new sub-variant of Omicron
BA.2.75, which may be "alarming" in
nature, according to an Israeli expert on
Sunday.However, the Indian Health
Ministry is yet to officially confirm the
detection of the sub-variant in the country.In a series of Tweets, Dr. Shay Fleishon,
with the Central Virology Laboratory at
Sheba Medical Center in Tel Hashomer,
said that 85 sequences from eight countries have been uploaded so far on
Nextstrain, an open-source platform of
genomic data.This included 69 from India,
besides India, the strain has also been
reported by seven other countries, according to the Nextstrain data."No transmission
could be tracked based on sequences outside India yet," Fleishon wrote on Twitter.
While he said it is "too soon to tell"
whether BA.2.75 will be the next dominant
variant, he noted that the sub-variant may
be "alarming because it may imply a trend
to come." Fleishon explained that in recent
months, there has been a trend of second
generation variants based on Omicron
sub-lineages, namely BA.1, BA.2, BA.3,
BA.4, and BA.5. This was based on
Omicron lineages with mutations in the S1
section of the spike protein and specifically
in the part of the spike protein which the
virus uses to connect to and gain entry into

cells.However, the
rise seen in these
sub-variants has
been "at a level
not seen in second-generation
variants from
other variants of
concerns."Further,
until now these
second-generation variants have
only been found
in a few cases
within one region.
This is the first
time a second-generation variant from
Omicron has spread to multiple
regions."The fact that such a divergent 2nd
gen variant can succeed inter-host is
alarming. It means that if BA.2.75 will not
succeed, and even if it will, other 2nd gen
might grow better over time," Fleishon
said.The sub-variant is worth "keeping a
close eye" on, Thomas Peacock, a scientist
at Imperial College London, said on
Twitter.The BA.2.75 was also flagged by
Bloom Lab at the Fred Hutch research
institute in the US.In a tweet, posted this
week, the institute said the sub-variant "is
worth tracking, as it has appreciable antigenic change relative to its parent
BA.2".The lab pointed to two mutations as
key: G446S and R493Q."G446S is at one of

INDIA RECORDS 16,103 NEW
COVID CASES, 231 DEATHS

most potent sites of escape from antibodies elicited by current vaccines that still
neutralises BA.2. So for immunity from
vaccines or early infections, adding G446S
to BA.2 will decrease neutralisation," the
lab said."However, G446S will have less
effect on antibodies of people with prior
BA.1 breakthrough infection. Therefore,
BA.2.75's antigenic advantage relative to
BA.2 will be most pronounced in people
who have not had BA.1 exposure," it said.
This means that "BA.2.75 will have antibody escape that is similar to that for
BA.4/5 with respect to the current vaccine".The R493Q mutation, on the other
hand, seems to increase the virus's ability
to attach to ACE2 -- the protein which the
Covid virus uses to enter cells.

New Delhi: India reported
India reported
16,103 new Covid cases in a
16,103 new Covid
span of 24 hours, which is a cases in a span of
marginal decline from the
24 hours, which is a
previous day's count of
marginal decline
17,092, said the Union
from the previous
Health Ministry on Sunday. day's count of
In the same period, the
17,092, said the
country reported 31 more
Union Health
Covid deaths, taking the
Ministry on Sunday.
nationwide toll to 5,25,199.
Meanwhile, the active caseload of the country
has also risen to 1,11,711 cases, accounting for
0.26 per cent of the country's total positive cases.
The recovery of 13,929 patients in the last 24
hours took the cumulative tally to 4,28,65,519.
Consequently, India's recovery rate stands at
98.54 per cent. Meanwhile, India's daily positivity
rate has also marginally increased to 4.27 per
cent, while the weekly positivity rate currently
stands at 3.81 per cent.
Also in the same period, a total of 3,76,720 tests
were conducted across the country, increasing
the overall tally to over 86.36 crore. As of Sunday
morning, India's Covid-19 vaccination coverage
exceeded 197.95 crore, achieved via 2,58,31,465
sessions. Over 3.69 crore adolescents have been
administered with a first dose of Covid-19 jab
since the beginning of vaccination drive for this
age bracket.
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MEDIA CROSSING LAXMAN REKHA, LAW NEEDED Learn lessons from mistakes of parties
on decline: PM tells BJP leaders
TO REGULATE SOCIAL, DIGITAL MEDIA: SC JUDGE
I
S
HYDERABAD| Agencies
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upreme Court judge Justice JB
Pardiwala on Sunday called on
Parliament to dwell upon introducing appropriate legislative and
regulatory provisions to regulate
digital and social media as trials by
digital media causes undue interference in the process of justice dispensation, as he cited various
instances of the media crossing
"Laxman Rekha".
Justice Pardiwala, who was part of
the Supreme Court bench, which
slammed former BJP spokesperson
Nupur Sharma for igniting the country and damaging the social fabric
with her remark on Prophet
Muhammad, emphasised on regulating digital and social media in the
country to preserve the rule of law.
Media trials are not healthy for
rule of law, he said in his address on
topic "Vox Populi vs. Rule of Law:
Supreme Court of India" in the 2nd
Justice HR Khanna Memorial
National Symposium.
"Regulation of digital and social
media especially in the context of
sensitive trials which are sub judice,
must be dwelt upon by the
Parliament by introducing appropri-

ate legislative and regulatory provisions in this regard," he said.
He said a trial is essentially a
process to be carried out by courts,
however in the modern-day context,
trials by digital media are an undue
interference in the process of justice
dispensation -- crossing that
"Laxman Rekha" many times.
Justice Pardiwalwa said a section
of people, possessing half-truths,
scrutinising the judicial process "are
a real challenge to dispensation of
justice through the rule of law.
Social and digital media nowadays

primarily resorted to express personalised opinions against judges
per say rather than a constructive
critical appraisal of their judgments."
He said constitutional courts have
graciously accepted informed dissent and cited the personalised
agenda-driven attacks on judges.
"This is where digital and social
media needs to be mandatorily regulated in the country to preserve the
rule of law and our Constitutiona.
Attacks on judges for their judgments lead to a dangerous sce-

nario," he said. Justice Pardiwala
said India still can't be classified as a
complete and mature democracy,
and social and digital media is
employed frequently to politicise
legal and constitutional issues.
Citing the judgment in Ayodhya
title dispute, he pointed out that as
the case was nearing the verdict,
there were political overtones.
"Judges deciding the dispute may
get a bit shaken, which is antithetic
to the rule of law. That is not healthy
for the rule of law."
He emphasised that social media
is overrun by people "possessing
half-truth" and those who don't
understand rule of law, evidence,
judicial process and its inherent limitations. Citing cases of serious
offences, Justice Pardiwala said the
immense power of social and digital
media is resorted to precipitating a
perception of guilt or innocence of
the accused even before the trial is
over. Justice Pardiwala said he was a
firm believer of the rule of law had
no exceptions and that the opinion
of the public hardly mattered when
it came to judicial verdicts and
added judicial verdicts could not be
reflections of the influence of public
opinion on the court.

n a message to BJP leaders, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on
Sunday asked them to learn
lessons from the mistakes of
political parties who ruled
the country for years but are
now on decline.
The Prime Minister said
this while addressing the
concluding session of the
two-day BJP National
Executive Committee (NEC)
meeting here.
Sharing the details of the
Prime Minister's address,
former union minister and
senior BJP leader Ravi
Shankar Prasad said: "Prime
Minister Modi today outlined the evolution of BJP
over the years, what is our
obligation towards the
country, what duty we owe
to the people of the country."
In his address, Modi said
that many parties which
have ruled the country for
years are on decline and
asked the party leader to
learn from their mistakes.

"The Prime Minister said
that many political parties
which have ruled India for
years are today fighting for
their existence. The Prime
Minister categorically stated
that this terminal decline of
their identity should not be
a cause of laughter for us
(BJP leaders). They have
given us a lesson not to
commit the mistakes they
have made in the past,"
Prasad said.
"The Prime Minister said
now it is the BJP's responsibility to make it 'Shresth
Bharat'," the former Law
Minister said.The Prime

Minister also stated that the
thought should be to move
from 'appeasement' to 'fulfillment'.
"Prime Minister said that
our aim should be from
appeasement to fulfillment,"
Prasad said.The former
union minister said that the
Prime Minister repeatedly
emphasised on diversity of
the country and all must be
brought under ambit of
BJP's organisational structure."The Prime Minister
said our approach should be
from pro people initiative,
and good governance,"
Prasad said.

N conducting feasibility study to convert WITH THE OPPOSITION DIVIDED, DMK FACES NO CHALLENGE IN TN
ration shops into Wi-Fi hubs
CHENNAI | Agencies

 Tamil Nadu
Department of
cooperation has
commenced feasibility study to provide Wi-Fi connection at nominal
rates to residents
who live within a
200-meter radius
near ration shops.
CHENNAI | Agencies

T

amil Nadu Department
of cooperation has
commenced feasibility
study to provide Wi-Fi connection at nominal rates to
residents who live within a
200-meter radius near ration
shops. A team of cooperation
department officials under
the Joint Registrars of coop-

eration is conducting feasibility study to convert ration
shops into data centres. The
Prime Minister's Wi-Fi
Access Network Interface
Scheme (PM- WANI) is
envisaged to convert ration
shops into data centres to
provide affordable internet
connections to the general
public. The feasibility study
is focusing on the availability
of space in the ration shops,
the location of these shops,
ownership of the shops,
quality of internet service at
the shops. Cooperation
department officials told
IANS that the department
has yet to get information
from the Central government
regarding the tariff rates and
other technical specifications
of the project. Tamil Nadu
has ration shops situated on
hilly terrains and even in
remote areas and each ration

shop caters to people living
within a 2 to 3 km radius.
According to information
available from the state civil
supplies department, Tamil
Nadu has 35,323 fair price
shops of which 10,279 are
part-time shops.
The Union government
guidelines state that the
earnings generated through
Wi-Fi hotspots will be credited to the accounts of the
ration shops or the cooperative society that runs these
shops. With the presence of
ration shops in hilly terrains
and remote areas, the people
living in these areas will be
benefitted from the Wi-Fi
hotspots.
The technical details of the
project will be made available after the feasibility
report of the Joint Registrars
are submitted to the state
cooperative department.

W

ith the main opposition in
Tamil Nadu, the AIADMK
facing tough times with an
intense power struggle taking place,
the ruling DMK is cruising along
without much problems at the
ground level.
Since the 2019 general elections,
the ruling DMK has been winning
back to back elections -- the rural
local body polls, then the 2021
assembly elections and the urban
local body polls of 2022.
The AIADMK stands vanquished
after ruling the state from 2011 to
2021. The larger than life persona
and shrewd political moves by the
late J. Jayalalithaa had ensured that
the AIADMK won back to back elections.
However after the passing away of
Jayalalithaa in December 2016, an
intense power struggle commenced
in the AIADMK with the former aide
of Jayalalithaa, VK Sasikala and her
family trying to take over the party.
Sasikala was announced as the inter-

im general secretary of the party and
was on her way to assume the Chief
Minister's post. A revolt broke out in
the party with O Panneerselvam,
who is a fellow Thevar, opposing her
move and sitting on a dharna near
Jayalalithaa's memorial. Then, in a
money laundering and disproportionate assets case, Sasikala was sentenced to four years in prison and
the AIADMK got divided into two
factions, one led by O

BJP Nat'l Executive Committee lauds Agnipath,
Centre's announcement of 10L jobs
 BJP'S NATIONAL EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE (NEC) ON SATURDAY
LAUDED THE UNION GOVERNMENT'S
NEW RECRUITMENT POLICY IN
ARMED FORCES AND ANNOUNCEMENT OF 10 LAKH JOBS IN THE NEXT
18 MONTHS.
Hyderabad|Agencies
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JP's National Executive Committee (NEC) on
Saturday lauded the Union government's
new recruitment policy in armed forces and
announcement of 10 lakh jobs in the next 18
months.
With the economic and 'Garib Kalyan' (poor
welfare) resolution presented in the BJP's NEC,
every decision has been taken by the Narendra
Modi government keeping in mind the poor people of the country. Of the two resolutions, one
'economic and Garib Kalyan' resolution was pre-

sented in the NEC meet by Union Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh and supported by Union
Minister Piyush Goyal and Haryana Chief Minister
M.L. Khattar.
Talking about the resolution presented in the
NEC, Union Education Minister Dharmendra
Pradhan said that the first resolution 'Economic
and Garib Kalyan' has just been passed in the

BJP failed to find shortcomings
of AAP's Delhi model: Kejriwal
 Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal on
Sunday talked
about his government in Delhi and
governance in
Gujarat.
Ahmedabad|Agencies
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elhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal on
Sunday talked
about his government in
Delhi and governance in
Gujarat.
Citing BJP's 17-member
delegation's two-day visit
to Delhi for a reality check
of schools and Mohalla
Clinics, Kejriwal said,
"Even after two days' visit,
they could not find any
shortcomings. This shows
the performance of the
AAP government in
Delhi." Kejriwal further

said: "The AAP government always welcomes
constructive suggestions
and criticism if it is good
for the people at large. If
any lapses are brought to
our knowledge, we act at
the earliest." He administered the oath to 6,988
office bearers of the party
to be "honest, to serve the
country and the people of
Gujarat, build Gandhi and
Sardar's dream of
Gujarat."In Gujarat, only
two parties are actively
campaigning -- AAP and
BJP. The Congress is not
visible anywhere, he said.
Earlier, speaking to media
persons, Kejriwal condemned barbaric murder
of Kanahiya Lal in Udaipur
and he hoped that the
accused gets severe punishment for such heinous
crime. He also said it is
not a time for finger-pointing.

BJP's NEC meeting.
"The concern for the poor has been the priority
of the BJP government. Every step, every decision
has been taken by the Modi government keeping
in mind the poor of the country," Pradhan added.
He said that despite the concerns raised, India's
economy is growing at a good pace with a growth
rate of 8.7 per cent in 2021-22.
He listed that the country's exports and FDI
flow have also increased in the country.
He mentioned that during the last eight years,
many decisions have been taken in the country
from GST to Production Linked Incentive (PLI)
scheme. When asked about inflation and continuous weakening of the rupee against US dollar, the
Minister said that the unprecedented crisis was
not limited to India, with many leading economies
suffering from high inflation. On opposition parties' allegations about lack of job opportunities,
Pradhan said that the last Union budget had made
the highest-ever allocation for public spending
and the government did the highest-ever capital
spending during the Covid-19 pandemic and all of
this are linked to job creation.

Panneerselvam and the other by
Edappadi K. Palaniswami.
Political moves at the highest level
by the BJP bridged the differences
between the two AIADMK leaders
and Palaniswami became the chief
minister of Tamil Nadu.
Later with the AIADMK out of
power and the party having a joint
leadership of O Panneerselvam and
Palaniswami, the rift has widened
between the two leaders.

The BJP which is in a hurry to
become a major force in the state is
trying to widen the division between
the two leaders. AIADMK organising
secretary and former minister D
Jayakumar who is close to
Palaniswami openly said that the BJP
was trying to divide the party.
Political analyst Mayulvahanan R
told IANS that, "This is the best period for the ruling DMK as the opposition in Tamil Nadu is totally divided.
The BJP is trying to emerge as the
main force in the state and is trying
to cut the AIADMK to size. If the
AIADMK does not stay together
under a single leader, then it is
almost certain that the opposition
space will go to the BJP in Tamil
Nadu even though it is not an easy
proposition."
With the AIADMK divided and no
proper opposition in place in the
state, the ruling DMK is having it
easy. Another AIADMK ally Pattali
Makkal Katchi (PMK) also
announced that it was contesting on
its own in the rural local body polls
and later in the urban civic polls.

One of Udaipur killing accused was Rajasthan
BJP Minority wing member: Pappu Yadav
F
PATNA | Agencies

ollowing the terror incident in Udaipur, Jan
Adhikar Party (JAP)
President Rajesh Ranjan
alias Pappu Yadav has
claimed that one of the
accused Riyaz Attari was a
Rajasthan BJP Minority wing
leader and a close associate
of former Rajasthan Home
Minister Gulab Chand
Kataria.
In a video statement
released on Saturday, Yadav
has demanded a high-level
inquiry of the gruesome incident to ascertain the role of
BJP leaders and their connection with the killers.
"The person involved in
the gruesome terror incident
of Udaipur was a member of

BJP Minority wing and he is
seen in a photo clicked with
former Rajasthan Home
Minister Gulab Chand
Kataria. We have demanded
from the authority to conduct an inquiry from the
Anti-Terrorism Squad to
investigate the conspiracy by
the BJP and who are the people behind the incident. The
investigation should be
based on telephonic conversations of the accused and
their phone locations whom
they are connected with. The
investigation should come in
public domain," the JAP
President said. "I was suspecting something fishy in
the gruesome terror incident
of Udaipur and it could not
be committed without a conspiracy," he added.

"I want to say that the BJP
and RSS have nothing to do
with the 140 crore people of
the country. They are enemies of humanity and will go
to any extent to win elections
in the country. They would
not hesitate to even divide
the country. They are doing
such an act only to polarise
voters for the 2024 Lok Sabha
election," he added. "I want
to bring up the bigger question about how hatred has
spread in the country in the
last eight years. There is not a
question of Nupur Sharma or
Giriraj Singh, who becomes
an MP and Union Minister
on the basis of hate politics.
BJP and RSS have produced
lakhs of people like Nupur
Sharma to spread hate in the
society," Yadav said.

BITTER DIVISIONS IN CONG PUSHING RAJASTHAN TOWARDS DISTRESS
That the Rajasthan Congress is divided into two camps is an open secret now, however, the worrying fact is that the split is affecting governance too.
Jaipur|Agencies

T

hat the Rajasthan Congress is divided into two camps
is an open secret now, however, the worrying fact is
that the split is affecting governance too.
The state is in a mess. It tops the corruption charts, it
again tops the crime list against women and also the
unemployment index.
At present, the state government is trying to save face
after the horrific murder of a tailor in Udaipur in broad
daylight in a busy market. With questions being asked
about the state machinery, intelligence failure and police
negligence, the state government has had to transfer 32 IPS
officers overnight.Questions are being raised about intelligence failure as it was clueless about the incident. Even at
a time when the video of the threat being given to the tailor was posted on social media, no action was taken.
Also, the police did not act when the tailor Kanhaiya Lal
lodged a complaint alleging that he was receiving threats.
Bharatiya Janata Party state president Satish Poonia said
that the state intelligence agencies remain busy snooping
on ruling party MLAs and hence have no time to look into
other issues. The comment came in the wake of an intelligence team 'looking after' the Congress MLAs camping in

a five star hotel during the Rajya Sabha polls. The team
was deputed to ensure that none of the MLAs gets
poached by the opposition. Also, during the Congress
rebellion the SOG had filed a case against the Pilot camp
which was later taken back. The matter again showed the
state government in a poor light.This was not the first time
when Congress MLAs were seen doubting their own colleagues. Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot accused his former

deputy CM Sachin Pilot of being hand in glove with Union
minister Gajendra Singh Shekhawat in planning the rebellion in 2020 for toppling the state government.
State minister Shantilal Dhariwal supported Gehlot's
statement doubting their own MLA and former deputy
CM.
Further, senior MLA Rajendra Singh Bidhuri accused the
state government of inefficiency after he received a death
threat. Bidhuri, MLA from Begun in Chittorgarh, said, "A
person from Kota makes constant threats against me on
social media. I had complained about this three months
ago, but neither has the government done anything nor
the police of Chittorgarh. When an MLA is not safe then
how will the people of Rajasthan be safe," he added.
With such statements, there seems no let up in attacks
from the Congress's own MLAs. The Congress government
recently drew flak from its MLA Bharat Singh from Sangod
Assembly seat in Kota district who wrote a letter to Gehlot
expressing unhappiness with his own government for
withdrawing a case filed against 4 BJP MLAs in protest
against Agnipath. The former minister in the letter said
that if such cases are to be withdrawn and relief has to be
provided to the MLAs, then all the cases registered against
the public in the state should also be withdrawn.
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TRIBAL WOMAN SET ABLAZE OVER LAND Mandsaur TI referred to Indore
after being stabbed by robbers
DISPUTE; OPPN SLAMS RULING BJP
 RAMPYARI BAI HAS RECEIVED
SEVERE BURN INJURIES AND IS BATTLING FOR HER LIFE AT A HOSPITAL
IN BHOPAL AND HER CONDITION IS
CRITICAL. ACCORDING TO GUNA
SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE (SP)
PANKAJ SHRIVASTAVA, THE INCIDENT HAD TAKEN PLACE ON
SATURDAY AFTERNOON IN THE
DHANORIA VILLAGE UNDER BAMORI
POLICE STATION LIMITS.
Team Absolute |Guna

he oppositon parties on Sunday hit out at
the Shivraj Singh Chouhan government in
Madhya Pradesh after a tribal woman was
allegedly set on fire by three people over a land
dispute in Guna district.
Taking to Twitter, the TMC asked the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) for how long these brutalities
will continue. "Why are you (BJP) silent now? Your
electoral priorities are clear to all."
Rampyari Bai has received severe burn injuries
and is battling for her life at a hospital in Bhopal

T

and her condition is critical.According to Guna
Superintendent of Police (SP) Pankaj Shrivastava,
the incident had taken place on Saturday afternoon in the Dhanoria village under Bamori police
station limits.The three accused have been identified as Pratap, Shyam Kirar and Hanumat.
The Guna SP added that two accused have been
arrested so far and the third one is absconding.
A video of the horrific incident, which has been
doing the rounds on social media, was purportedly shot by the accused.
In the video, the victim was seen crying in pain
with smoke all around her. The person who shot

CM expresses grief:

3 dead, one injured as motorcycle
hits tree in Mandla
Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan has
expressed grief over the untimely death of
citizens in a road accident near village
Chhapartala in Mandla district.
Team Absolute |Mandla
hree persons were
killed and one injured
after their speeding
motorcycle rammed into a
tree in Mandla district,
police said on Sunday.
Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has
expressed grief over the
untimely death of citizens in
a road accident near village
Chhapartala in Mandla district.

T

The incident occurred in
the intervening night of
Saturday and Sunday near
Chhapartala village and
passersby alerted authorities
in the morning, said Bicchia
police Station incharge SR
Maravi.
"Two of the deceased are
19-year-old while the third is
22 years old, all residents of
Chhapartala village. The
injured person has been hospitalised. All four were travel-

ling on the same motorcycle," he said.
Chief Minister Chouhan
has prayed for peace to the
departed souls and strength
to the family members to
bear the loss. CM Chouhan
has wished speedy recovery
to the citizens injured in the
accident. He has directed the
Mandla district administration to provide necessary
assistance to the affected
families.

the video could be heard saying the woman
torched herself.As soon as the case was reported,
police reached the spot and the woman was
rushed to the district hospital. The woman is
badly bruised. She is being treated. At the same
time, police say that the woman set herself on fire.
The investigation of the case is currently underway. However, the woman's husband Arjun
Saharia complained to police that he found her
lying with severe burn injuries. On being asked,
the victim alleged she was set on fire by the above
three people.
Saharia, a resident of Dhanoria, his wife
Rampyari Bai had gone to the field for sowing
(sowing seeds). A few days ago, he got possession
of his six bighas of land after a legal battle. The
criminals had taken possession of the land, which
was freed from the clutches of the criminals by the
revenue department. After winning the case from
the tahsildar court, the husband and wife started
farming on their land.
While the victim, Rampyari Saharia, was working on the farm, the criminals went to the farm
and took out the diesel from the tractor and
poured it over rampyari and set it on fire. There
were 8-10 people involved in the incident.
The complainant also told police the accused
forcibly usurped his land, which was freed by the
local administration in the year and handed over
to him, the Guna SP further said.

 MADHYA PRADESH
MANTRALAYEEN
KARMACHARI SANGH,
GAZETTED OFFICERS
ASSOCIATION, CLERICAL
GRADE GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYEES UNION AND
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
HAVE SUBMITTED A
MEMORANDUM TO THE
STATE ELECTION
COMMISSION AND
CHIEF MINISTER
SHIVRAJ SINGH
CHOUHAN.

Team Absolute |Bhopal

C

MAKE AN
ALL-OUT EFFORT
TO CHECK
PLASTIC
MENACE: CM
Bhopal: Chief
Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has
appealed to the people of state to pledge
use of eco-friendly
bags on
International Plastic
Bag Free Day and
make every possible
contribution to the
noble cause of preventing plastic pollution. Chouhan has
tweeted and said
that "Say 'no' to plastic bags forever and
take a pledge to use
eco-friendly bags for
a better and happy
future. This effort of
yours will prove to
be useful and revolutionary in making
the Earth more
clean, beautiful and
fertile." Chouhan
said that we all know
that single use plastic has been banned
in India from July 1.
This is yet another
important step
towards the path of
Swachh Bharat
(clean India).

Team Absolute |Mandsaur

M

andsaur Kotwali
police station incharge Amit Soni
was seriously injured after he
was stabbed by robbers on
Saturday night, said
Mandsaur superintendent of
police Anurag Sujaniya.
He was immediately taken
to the hospital, where after
the operation he was
referred to Indore. SP Sujania
says that at present TI is out

of danger. As soon as the
information was received,
Ujjain IG Santosh Singh and
Ratlam DIG also reached
Mandsaur.
The incident was reported
on Saturday late night when
a Kotwali team led by Soni
and others went to Garoth
area to nab the accused in
connection with the robbery
that took place a few days
back in Daloda village.
SP Sujania informed that
on June 27, there was a robbery at a shop named Malwa
Iron Traders in Daloda. Two
miscreants robbed Rs two
lakhs within 51 seconds at
the tip of the knife. After five
days of investigation, the
police got a tip-off about the
accused. After which Garoth
and Kotwali TI raided the
Gangasa village of Garoth
with the police force. The
team was searching for the
accused in the village.
Suddenly one robber
Sarfaraz alias Chhota Mewati
came in front of him and
Soni caught him. Sarfaraz
started screaming and his

Khan.
Members of Anandam Club have adopted
Anganwadis of Bairagarh Sabzi Mandi and
Gandhinagar Gond Basti to make them ideal
Anganwadis. The club has given a new look by
doing improvement work and painting of

Team Absolute |Bhopal

overnment employees
engaged in election duty are
worried and angry due to
incidents of attacks on polling parties in Panchayat elections. The
employees' organizations have
demanded that the counting of votes
be done at the district headquarters,
including increasing the security of
the employees on poll duty.
Madhya Pradesh Mantralayeen
Karmachari Sangh, Gazetted
Officers Association, Clerical Grade
Government Employees Union and
other organizations have submitted
a memorandum to the State Election
Commission and Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan.
Citing several incidents of poll
violence, the organizations said that
in Datia district, the polling party

G

Anganwadis. Fans, computers, internet, television
and CDs. Players are also being provided. Water filter machine has been given to Anganwadi for
clean and clean water. Two Anandam Kendras
have also been set up. The goal of the club is that
not a single child should remain deprived of education in Bairagarh, Gandhi Nagar and Lalghati
areas. Every child should study. Not a single child
should indulge in intoxication. Financial assistance
has been provided by the organization to 186 families who became unemployed during the Corona
period. Contribution is being made continuously
by the organization in the interest of society. The
members of the organization also help in the treatment of injured or sick people on the road, sidewalk. Along with this, treatment is provided to animals and people by rescue from falling in wells,
pits or other places.

was beaten up and the ballot boxes
were snatched and thrown into the
well in the village panchayat
Hathalai.
Patron of the Madhya Pradesh
Mantralayeen Karmachari Sangh,
Sudhir Nayak said that reports of
attacks on poll officials have come in
from different parts of the state. In
Khaniyandhana of Shivpuri district,
the presiding officer was pushed into
the well along with the ballot box,
and in Bhind, ballot papers were
looted.
Similarly in the Banka Bedi
Panchayat in Seoni Malwa of
Narmadapuram (Hoshangabad) district, the relatives of the defeated
candidate attacked the polling party
and the policemen deployed with
batons and baseball. Due to these
incidents, the employees have started avoiding election duty and till the

time the employee does not return
home after doing election duty, the
family members remain in tension.
Organizations say that there have
been violent incidents this time even
in areas that are generally considered to be calm. The presiding officer and his associate have become
the target of the miscreants.
Patron of Madhya Pradesh
Mantralayeen Karmachari Sangh
Sudhir Nayak, Gazetted Officers
Union President DK Yadav and other
leaders have demanded to increase
in the security of the polling parties.
There is a need to provide special
protection to the polling personnel,
especially at the time of counting
and after, he said. Restrict the entry
of anti-social elements during the
counting of votes or get the counting
done at the district headquarters as
done in the assembly elections.

'PAKISTAN ZINDABAD' SLOGANS ALLEGEDLY RAISED, CASE FILED
 In the alleged viral
video, supporters
are heard raising
slogans of 'Jeet
gaya bhai jeet gaya
Pakistan jeet gaya'
during the victory
processions as the
Panchayat elections concluded
Team Absolute |Bhopal

T

he Madhya Pradesh
police have started
investigation after a
video, that has gone viral on
social media, shows proPakistan slogans being
allegedly raised during a victory procession after local

elections in Chaka village of
Katni.
On getting the information, the police swung into
action and registered a case.
They are also investigating
the authenticity of the video.
"The incident is said to be
of village Chaka. Around 3040 people came to the police
station and made a complaint that 'Pakistan
Zindabad' slogans were
raised by a group in panchayat polls and the video was put
out on social media. A case
has been registered in the
matter. We will investigate
the matter and take action
accordingly," Vijay Pratap
Singh, City Superintendent of
Police in Satna reportedly
said. As per Singh, on getting

How the glory of MP's Bateshwar temple complex
was restored by ASI in dacoit-infested Morena
Team Absolute |New Delhi

I

ndia has several ancient temples which are
standalone and also vast complexes housing several of these worship places. Among
these Madhya Pradesh's Bateshwar temple
complex located in Morena district stands out
as it has more than 200 temples dedicated to
Lord Shiva, Vishnu and Goddess Shakti - representing the three major traditions of
Hinduism.
While the temples are by and large small,
they are spread out in more than 25 acres and
were built between the 9th and the 11th
Century by the Gurjara-Pratihara dynasty in a
style of North Indian temples named after
them. The complex came to be named after
the Bhuteshvar temple - the largest temple
dedicated to Lord Shiva at the site.
Explaining the significance of complex,
well-known archaeologist K.K. Muhammed
who retired as the Regional Director, North of
Archaeological Survey of India and headed
the restoration work of these temples, told
India Narrative: "This site has the largest number of temples which is 200 or even more if we
count those around the complex. Apart from
this, Aihole temple complex in Karnataka has
108 temples. As the temples at Bateshwar are
dedicated to varied denominations - Lord
Shiva, Lord Vishnu, Goddess Shakti and also
Hanumanji - makes it an important site."
Some of the interesting aspects of this com-

accomplices fled after attacking TI with knives in his
stomach.
The injured Soni was
admitted to a private hospital at 4 am and after the
operation, he was referred to
Indore at 10.30 am.
After the robbery incident
in Daloda, the police
searched the CCTV installed
nearby. Information was
received about the connection of the history-sheeter
Chhota Mewati gang of
Udaipur. Due to this, the
police detained some people
of Barkheda Gangasa and
Sanjeet. Police informed that
seven to eight people have
been rounded up so far.
About 100 policemen have
been engaged in the investigation of the case.
Earlier, in 2020, Amit Soni,
who was then posted in
Sitamau police station, was
fired by the accused Amjad
Lala in Bellari village. Bullet
passed close to his ear. Later,
the police arrested the crook
Amjad Lala, who is in jail,
with a reward of Rs 50,000.

Employees worried over attacks on
polling parties, demand security

Chief Minister planted Banyan, Neem and
Karanj saplings in Smart City Garden
hief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan planted
Banyan, Neem and Karanj saplings along
with the members of Laxmi Narayan Health
Welfare Society Anandam Club in the Smart City
Garden. Chouhan planted a tree of banyan tree
with him on the birthday of Lokendra Parashar
and congratulated him on his birthday.
Along with Chief Minister Chouhan, members
of Laxmi Narayan Health Welfare Society
Anandam Club Mohan Soni, Vijay Iyer, Dr.
Zeeshan Hanif and Shahab Saleem also planted
saplings. Two boys, Prateek Soni and Sarthak Soni,
who were among the members of the club also
planted saplings. The team members also include
senior citizens Dadi Saraswati, Madan Babani,
Purshottam Soni, Asudo Lachmani and Ayan

 The incident was
reported on
Saturday late night
when a Kotwali
team led by Soni
and others went to
Garoth area to nab
the accused in connection with the
robbery that took
place a few days
back in Daloda village.

plex include reliefs depicting Lord Shiva holding the hand of Goddess Parvati and those
narrating the marriage of Shiva and Parvati
with Lord Vishnu and Brahma attending it;
Nataraja on the Kritimukha or the Face of
Glory -- the fierce monster with huge fangs
and gaping mouth who is considered symbol
of Lord Shiva; friezes with interesting narratives from Bhagavata Purana; and sculptures
of women playing musical instruments and
men wrestling lions and riding elephants
among others.
Between 2004 and 2012, the ASI team led by
Muhammed started the restoration of these

temples. On reaching the site, he and his team
found it in shambles and smithereens.
Sharing his experience with India Narrative,
Muhammed said: "It was a like jigsaw puzzle
on a gigantic scale. Fortunately, unlike other
sites where the broken parts of the temple are
missing or destroyed, here because of the
dacoits, they had remained untouched -- in its
pristine purity. We cleared the forest which
had grown there and the mounds of debris
and sorted the parts and matched them. A few
standing temples were a great help while we
also used Vastu Shastra and consulted treaties
on temple architecture like Manasara and

Mayamata." According to Muhammed it was a
tedious and back-breaking job requiring
immense patience.
The ASI is not new in restoring the lost
glory of temple complexes in India and
abroad. Between 1986-93, the Archaeological
Survey of India (ASI) restored the famous
Angkor Wat temple complex in Cambodia at
Angkor Wat. That work done under extremely
stressful conditions. The temple area was
thickly forested. Anti-government Khmer
Rouge forces were present creating an atmosphere of fear. Devinder Singh Sood was the
ASI team leader in Siem Reap which restored
parts of Angkor Wat. For Muhammed restoration of Bateshwar complex is very close to his
heart. "On reaching the site I could feel a
vibration. It was like Lord Shiva calling the
innermost recesses of my heart. I knew I had
to do the work, irrespective of all the obstacles."
The work was compounded by the presence of several notorious gangs of dacoits in
Morena area. Again, Muhammed rose to the
challenge getting in touch with them through
intermediaries. "Initially they were sceptical
about a Muslim heading the restoration project of temples but once I gained their confidence, they assured all help which was basically non-interference with our staff and their
movement."It was this passion and dedication
of Muhammed and his team that saw restoration of 80 temples by ASI.

information about the incident, the Madhya Pradesh
Police swung into action and
registered a case. The police
are also investigating the
authenticity of the video.
In the video, the supporters could be heard saying
'Jeet gaya bhai jeet gaya pakistan jeet gaya.' The incident
is reportedly from Madhya
Pradesh's Katni from Friday
night when the counting of
votes for the second phase of
the Panchayat elections concluded. This comes as the
communal tension still prevails across the country after
a Hindhu man was brutally
beheaded in Rajasthan's
Udaipur by two Islamist radicals over a social media post
supporting Nupur Sharma.

50.6 PERCENT
RE-POLLING IN TWO
POLLING STATIONS
OF BHIND DISTRICT
Bhopal:Secretary State
Election Commission
Rakesh Singh has informed
that 50.6 percent of the
votes were cast in the repolling held on Sunday in
the polling booth number
125 and 126 of Bhind,
Janpad Panchayat of Bhind
district. In this 49.55 percent female and 51.37 percent male voters have cast
their vote.
Polling station number
114 Madniwar of
Dhangunwa, Janpad
Panchayat of Badamalhara,
District Panchayat of
Chhatarpur district, Polling
station number 115 in
Gram Panchayat Padia of
Rewa, Janpad Panchayat of
Rewa district, Polling station number 239 of
Jaisinghnagar, Janpad
Panchayat of Shahdol district, Mahuatola and
District of Khandwa Repolling will be held on July
4 in polling station number
120 of Jamdhar, Gram
Panchayat of Panchayat
Khalwa. Re-polling will
take place from 7 am to 3
pm.
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Change of guard in
Maharashtra
he formation of a new government in
Maharashtra on Thursday, led by
Eknath Shinde, followed a nail-biting
and unique script. The BJP conceded the
Chief Minister's post to Shinde who led a
revolt in the Shiv Sena to unseat Uddhav
Thackeray. Former Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis has settled for the post
of Deputy Chief Minister. The political
churn in Maharashtra is unlikely to settle
with this, however. When the Shiv Sena, the
Congress and the Nationalist Congress
Party (NCP) formed an unlikely alliance,
the Maha Vikas Aghadi (MVA), to form the
government in 2019, it was seen as a new
possibility of politics by some and crass
opportunism by many. The Maharashtra
episode proves yet again the BJP's capacity
to play the long game. Soon after the patriarch Thackeray's passing in 2012, the BJP's
plans to gain an upper hand in its relations
with the Sena began to roll out; by 2014 the
party was ahead of the Sena. By winning a
consecutive election in 2019, in alliance
with the Sena, it reinforced its position. All
this should have tempered the ambitions of
the Thackerays which by then included a
third-generation scion, Aaditya. When they
claimed power by forming the MVA, the
BJP harnessed the resentment among Sena
MLAs, finally toppling the Thackerays. But
the BJP and the Shinde-led Sena faction
have been careful not to bruise the sentiments of the Sena cadre that still holds the
founder's family in high esteem. Which faction will win the legal battle to own the
party name and symbol and which one will
win the hearts of the party workers are two
different questions. It is not impossible that
the Sena could dissipate and its cadres dissolve into the BJP. The concession of the
CM's post to Shinde is not an act of political
altruism, but cold strategy. Having deflected
the potential hurt and anger of the Sainiks
for now, the BJP will now wait for the best
time for its next move. The next episode of
the Maharashtra saga will then play out.

T

RUSSIA CLAIMS CONTROL
ON LYSYCHANSK,
UKRAINE DENIES
Moscow/Kiev: Russia on Sunday said that its troops
along with separatist forces have taken "full control" of the
eastern Ukrainian city of Lysychansk, a claim that has been
refuted by the Ukrainian side.
"Defence Minister Sergey Shoigu reported to President
Vladimir Putin on the 'liberation' of the Lugansk (Luhansk)
People's Republic (LPR)," the Russian Defence Ministry
announced on Sunday.
"On July 3, 2022, the Russian Minister of Defense,
General of the Army Sergey Shoigu reported to the
Supreme Commander-in-Chief of the Russian Armed
Forces Vladimir Putin on the 'liberation' of the Lugansk
People's Republic," the ministry was quoted as saying by
Russia's Tass news agency.
Ukrainian Defence Ministry spokesman Yuriy Sak has
said that the city of Lysychansk is not under the "full control" of Russian forces, the BBC reported.
However the spokesman added that the situation in the
city had been "very intense for quite a while now" with
Russian ground forces "attacking the city non-stop."
Earlier on Sunday, the Russian Defence Ministry had
said that its troops have captured the villages surrounding
Lysychansk and are now fighting Ukrainian troops inside
the city. "Russian troops and units of the Luhansk People's
Republic are fighting inside Lysychansk, completely defeating the encircled enemy."

Politics by proxy is disturbing internal peace
T

he diminished opposition in the
second term of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in office has
stepped up its propaganda offensive
against the regime and in concert
with certain civil society fora in the country
and anti-India lobbies abroad, tried to build
narratives to project Prime Minister Narendra
Modi as a practitioner of majoritarianism,
authoritarianism and an anti-minority policy.
This 'alliance' has now tried to build a new
theme for running down Modi's government
by finding flaws with the latter's ability to
'build resilience against the threats to the
strategic autonomy' of India.
Clearly, there is no room for the opposition
to fault Prime Minister Modi's handling of
national security as such - the political will
shown by him in ordering the surgical strike
at Balakot in February 2019 in reply to the
Pak-sponsored terror attack on a CRPF convoy at Pulwama was a glaring contrast to the
Congress government's weak-kneed response
to the horrific 26/11 attacks on Mumbai, and
the clarity of decision-making that he displayed in ensuring a rapid build-up of our
army in Eastern Ladakh following the
Chinese aggressive conduct at Galwan valley
in June 2020, to enable our troops to take on
PLA there in a very direct manner - the
approach of friendship towards China that
Prime Minister Modi had legitimately adopted in his interactions with President Xi
Jinping earlier was discarded without hesitation - all showed beyond doubt that India
under Modi is totally geared to safeguarding
national security.
Strategic autonomy is tested primarily on
three fronts - defence, international relations
and internal security. The common context to
these is provided by the state of the country's
economy - it is now universally accepted that
national security is inseparable from economic security - and it is nobody's case that
Prime Minister Modi did not have plans of
economic recovery in the Covid affected scenario.
In fact, Modi can be said to be even ahead
of his economic advisors in constantly devoting to building India's economy - his emphasis on 'vocal for local', encouragement to
entrepreneurship and start-ups and the policy of promoting 'ease of doing business'
through comprehensive reforms in different
sectors, speak for themselves.
Individuals and think-tank platforms taking up advocacy of some specific measures
ranging from private partnership in policy
formulation to 'welfarism' are welcome so
long as their intention is to provide inputs for
decision-making, but if in the process they

start questioning the sovereign right of a
democratic state to decide things in its own
wisdom, that would amount to an attempt to
push their own politically-motivated agenda.
Anti-Modi forces are tearing down every
policy of the government and this gives away
their true intentions.
Floating intellectual debates on public
issues to project tinted views should not
become a route to 'politics by proxy'. There
has been a concerted attempt of anti-BJP lobbies in India and abroad, elements of the
opposition and the practitioners of 'minority
politics', to unleash certain narratives to
undermine the Modi government through
non-Parliamentary means.
The Gujarat riots of 2002 largely provoked
by a backlash of the gruesome burning to
death of 60 Hindus, including children,
returning from Ayoddhya in a bogey of
Sabarmati Express at Godhra Railway Station,
were blamed on the alleged complicity of
Modi - who was the Chief Minister of Gujarat
then - by the anti-Modi lobby for long years.
The Supreme Court of India has finally
thrown out all those allegations, giving a
clean chit to Modi which would rightly reinforce his image as a national leader.
International relations constitute one of the
most important spheres of strategic autonomy and this has been handled by Modi
exceptionally well. A consistent policy of opting for bilateral relations based on mutually
beneficial economic and security gains, without detriment to the cause of world peace,
enabled Modi to develop an ever-deepening
friendship with the US, strong bonds with
leading democracies like Japan, Australia and
the European nations - apart from those of
South East Asia and Israel - and an even relationship with the countries of the Gulf.
What is even more important, Modi struck
a mutually sustainable friendship with
Russian President Vladimir Putin - again with
a personal equation at his level that has
marked the international relations of India
with major countries in Modi's time.
After the outbreak of the Ukraine-Russia
military conflict in February this year, Modi
was upfront in taking a line of positive nonalignment between the US and Russia as
India noted that US President Joe Biden,
unlike his predecessor, had declared Russia
as an enemy and activated US alliance with
NATO, creating some security concerns for
Putin in relation to Ukraine.
The Cold War had already ended with the
dismemberment of the USSR as the
Superpower and Russia was a diminished
successor of the same. The West should have
explored the possibility of democratically run

former East European states like Ukraine having pacts with Russia for peaceful coexistence.
As it is, the Ukraine-Russia conflict is seeing the US camp pumping in fire arms into
Ukraine in the hope of weakening the Russian
war machine, but this may lead to an unpredictable scenario. The UN should explore
terms for peace between the two neighbours.
It goes to the credit of Prime Minister Modi
now known as a world leader committed to a
fair approach to international relations that
both Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelenskyy
and Putin wanted him to act as the peacemaker and that Modi also lost no time in talking to both of them to call for immediate cessation of military action and resumption of
peace talks.
India did not support the moves of the US
and Russia in the UNSC. Many democratic
powers like Australia, France and Germany
did show a sense of understanding towards
India's stand.
Biden also did not make any direct criticism of India and in fact went on to describe
the India-US friendship as potentially the best
in the world. India has expressed its willingness to join any peace intervention on behalf
of the UN.
The remarkable rise of India as a counsel of
the world is reflected in the fact that Modi
was heard with great attention in all fora like
Quad, BRICS and G20 and India was able to
secure unanimous condemnation of
Terrorism - a threat that has become particularly grave for India because of Sino- Pak axis.
An upshot of India's successful foreign policy
during the Modi regime is that the world is
already acknowledging the advent of a multipolar order.
The defence and foreign policies of the
Modi government have proved effective, sustainable and long-range in application. The
opposition and the anti-Modi lobbies have
therefore concentrated on raking up issues
that pertained to internal security, national
cohesion and communal peace. They have
taken recourse to agitational politics, militant
street protests and whipping up of HinduMuslim discords.
A concerted attempt was made to blame
the Modi government for acts of violence prevention of which squarely fell on the
shoulders of the respective state governments. This happened in the recent incidents
of communal violence and the protest calls
against the Agnipath scheme of the Centre.
Even if the number of soldiers proposed to be recruited
in Agnipath is small, there is
an avenue of useful temporary

employment with the defence services at that
level which gets the youth willing to avail of it,
an educational upgrade, benefit of specialised
training that commanded a premium and a
lump sum of savings fund for support.
A subsequent announcement of reservation in an entire set of organisations under
the Defence and Home Ministries, takes the
sting out of any criticism of the scheme. How
can something positive be rejected on the
plea that the scale of employment offered is
not large enough?
The narratives of authoritarianism, lack of
attention to the poor or anti-minority bias
remain in place because lobbies are active
behind the opposition in pursuit of politics by
other means. At present, the issue of perceived 'insult' caused to a religion, through
some remarks or depiction against its Gods or
Prophet, has come into limelight in India and
is becoming instrumental in precipitating
fanatic violence in public.
Any offensive speech or writing is punishable under a set of laws and cannot be made
a justification for heinous acts of raw violence
against person or property. The sensitivities
of all communities have to be equally respected - an alleged 'criticism' of the Prophet or an
'insult' to some body's God cannot be treated
differently.
Leaders of the Muslim minority in India
are expected to acknowledge the legitimacy
of Gods other communities believe in. The
vulnerability of this country to communal
conflicts has made this issue a potential
destabiliser of internal security, particularly
because radical extremists and enemy agents
are out to cause an escalation under foreign
guidance. We need 'intelligence from below'
to deal with the situation. On matters of internal security that are placed above politics, the
state and district intelligence machinery
should take guidance from and functionally
be accountable to the Intelligence Bureau this in fact was the tradition set after
Independence.
Meanwhile, the ongoing advancement of
India in the spheres of both national security
and economic development is expected to
keep the Modi government on the side of the
people - India, it may be noted, has always
found democratic means of appreciating or
faulting the government on merit.

international

ELDERLY PALESTINIAN DETAINEE
DIES IN ISRAELI PRISON
Ramallah/Gaza|Agencies

A

68-year-old female
Palestinian prisoner died
Saturday morning in an
Israeli prison, with the exact reason unknown, the Palestinian
Prisoners Club Association said in
a statement.
Sa'deya Farajallah, mother of
eight from the southern West
Bank city of Hebron, "died in the
Israeli prison of Damon in northern Israel", the Palestinian nongovernmental organization said,
adding that she was the "oldest
female prisoner in an Israeli
prison", Xinhua news agency
reported.
Farajallah was arrested near the
Ibrahimi Mosque in the center of
Hebron after she tried to stab
Israeli soldiers in December 2021.
The exact cause of her death

remains unknown, with the Israeli
authorities giving no official comment on the incident.
The Israel Prison Service said
Farajallah, who was suffering from
a chronic illness and receiving
regular treatment, was returned
this week from hospital to the
prison. An investigation has been
opened into the circumstances of
her death.
Tayseer Farajallah, Sa'deya's

brother, told Xinhua that his sister
did not suffer from any diseases in
the past and that "the prison subjected Sa'deya to torture" and left
her "without providing necessary
treatment."
He said "family members could
not visit her during her detention
under false pretexts," accusing the
Israeli authorities of being "fully
responsible" for her death and
demanding an autopsy to uncover

(The writer is a former Director of
Intelligence Bureau. The views expressed
are personal)

the leading cause of her death.
Palestinian Prime Minister
Mohammed Ishtaye held the
Israeli authorities fully responsible
for Farajallah's death due to medical negligence, calling on international human rights committees
to open an investigation and pressure Israel to release all female
prisoners, especially the sick and
children.
The death of Farajallah brings
the number of Palestinian prisoners who have died in Israeli prisons since 1967 to 230, the official
Palestinian news agency WAFA
has reported.
According to the Commission
of Detainees and Ex-Detainees
Affairs in Palestine Liberation
Organization, about 500 sick prisoners are in Israeli prisons, with
about 50 complex cases needing
special care.

19 KILLED, 12
INJURED AS BUS
FALLS INTO DITCH
IN PAKISTAN
Islamabad: At least 19 passengers
were killed and 12 others injured when
a passenger bus fell into a ravine on
Sunday near Sherani district of
Pakistan's southwestern Balochistan
province, local media reported.
The incident took place near Dana
Sar area of the district along the border
with northwestern Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa province after the driver
lost control due to over-speeding amid
rain, Xinhua news agency reported, citing local media reports.
The bus fell deep and overturned
multiple times in the process, local
media said.
The victims were shifted to local hospitals, police told local media, adding
that more deaths were possible as some
of the injured were in critical condition.
Over 30 passengers were on the bus
which was heading to Balochistan's
provincial capital Quetta from the
country's capital Islamabad.

S Korean President's disapproval China might be contemplating a 'takeover'
rating exceeds approval rating
of the Moon, says NASA administrator

Seoul|Agencies

S

outh Korean President
Yoon Suk-yeol's disapproval
rating surpassed his
approval rating in a poll released
on Sunday.
The survey by Research View,
conducted on 1,000 South
Koreans aged 18 or over from
last Tuesday to Thursday, was
the latest in a series of national
polls, in which those giving a
negative assessment of Yoon's
performance outnumbered
those who were bullish on the
President, Yonhap news agency
reported.
This poll was conducted while
Yoon was visiting Spain for the
North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) summit,
his first overseas trip since taking office in May.
According to Research View,
51 per cent of the polled said
Yoon has been doing an inadequate job as President, while 45
per cent said he is handling state
affairs well.

Washington|Agencies

C

The survey had a margin of
error of plus or minus 3.1 percentage points.
In Research View's previous
poll on Yoon from May 28-30,
Yoon had a 53 per cent approval
rating, with only 40 per cent giving a negative performance
review on the new President.
Among different age brackets,
61 per cent of those in their 50s
disapproved of Yoon's performance, a jump of 22 percentage
points from the May survey.
For those identifying as mod-

erates, 58 per cent gave a negative performance review, up
from 37 per cent in the previous
poll.
Previously, in a Realmeter
survey from June 20-24, the disapproval rating for Yoon came
out to 47.7 per cent, 1.1 percentage points higher than the
approval rating. A poll by the
Korea Society Opinion Institute,
conducted on June 24 and 25,
showed the disapproval rating at
47.4 per cent, compared with an
approval rating of 46.8 per cent.

hina might be contemplating a "takeover" of the Moon
as part of its military space
program, NASA's administrator
Bill Nelson has told newspaper
Bild.In an interview, Nelson
claimed that the United States is
now involved in a new race to
space, with China this time. He
emphasized that in 2035, Beijing
might finish construction of its
own Moon station and start experiments a year later.Nelson claimed
that we must be very concerned
about China landing on the Moon
and saying that it now belongs to
the Peoples' Republic and everyone else should stay out, RT
reported.
Claiming that China's space
program is a "military" space program, Nelson explained that the
competition for the south pole of
the moon is especially intense:
potential water deposits there
could be used in the future for

rocket-fuel production.
When asked by Bild what military purposes could China be pursuing in space, Nelson claimed
that Chinese astronauts are busy
learning how to destroy other
countries' satellites.
Despite Beijing's assurances
that its ambitious space program
has purely peaceful purposes,

Nelson has long been a tough critic of China's policy in space, RT
reported.
In April, he accused Chinese
officials of refusing to work with
the US on its operations and of
concealing important data. Earlier,
however, he acknowledged that
NASA abides by a 2011 law that
prohibits the agency from engag-

ing in direct collaboration with the
Chinese government or any
China-affiliated organizations
without explicit approval from
Congress and federal law enforcement authorities. Chinese officials
have pointed to that ban, called
the Wolf Amendment, as "unfortunate" and an impediment to direct
cooperation with NASA.
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BJP'S RAHUL NARWEKAR IS NEW SPEAKER PM Modi, Amit Shah made me
CM:
Shinde
ahead
of
floor
test
OF MAHA LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Maharashtra CM Eknath Shinde said a "BJP-Shiv

 AS ANTICIPATED, THE
NEW RULING ALLIANCE
PARTNER BHARATIYA
JANATA PARTY'S MLA,
ADVOCATE RAHUL
NARWEKAR WAS ELECTED THE NEW SPEAKER
OF MAHARASHTRA
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY,
HERE ON SUNDAY.

Sena government" has taken charge of the state
which is based on the beliefs of party founder Balasaheb
Thackeray.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

M

Team Absolute|Mumbai

A

s anticipated, the new ruling
alliance partner Bharatiya Janata
Party's MLA, Advocate Rahul
Narwekar was elected the new Speaker
of Maharashtra Legislative Assembly,
here on Sunday.
Narwekar secured 164 votes and
defeated his sole rival -- the Maha Vikas
Aghadi-backed Shiv Sena candidate
Rajan Salvi -- who secured 107 votes, in
the 288-member House.
Shortly after the vote-count, Deputy

Speaker Narhari Zirwal announced
Narwekar as the new Speaker amid
cheers from the treasury benches.
Thereafter, Chief Minister Eknath
Shinde, Deputy CM Devendra Fadnavis,
Congress President Nana Patole,
Nationalist Congress Party's Ajit Pawar
and other senior leaders of various political parties, escorted Narwekar to the
prestigious Speaker's chair.
Later, in their speeches, Shinde,
Fadnavis, Pawar congratulated and welcomed the new Speaker, and expressed

hope that he would continue to take forward the glorious legislative traditions
and ensure smooth functioning of the
House. The elections were held by a
division of votes on the first of the twoday Special Assembly Session ordered
by Governor Bhagat Singh Koshyari, last
weekend.
On Monday, Chief Minister Eknath S
Shinde, supported by the BJP, will seek a
'vote of confidence' in the new government sworn-in on June 30 after the collapse of the MVA government.

"ED, ED" Taunts In Maharashtra
Assembly As Shinde Camp MLA Votes
BJP legislator Rahul
Narvekar easily
went past the
majority mark with
164 votes and won
the Maharashtra
Assembly Speaker
election.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

he opposition MLAs in
Maharashtra Assembly
on Sunday shouted "ED,
ED" when Shiv Sena MLA
Yamini Yashwant Jadhav, of
Eknath Shinde camp, voted
for the Speaker's election.
The opposition taunts were
made in the wake of Ms
Jadhav's husband Yashwant
Jadhav, a Shiv Sena leader
and former chairman of the
Brihanmumbai Municipal

aharashtra Chief Minister
Eknath Shinde, who faces a crucial vote of confidence on
Monday July 4, said Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and Union Home
Minister Amit Shah's decision to accord
him the top post despite BJP having
more numbers has "opened the eyes of
many." In his first address as the
Maharashtra CM on the floor of the state
Assembly, Shinde said a "BJP-Shiv Sena
government" has taken charge of the
state which is based on the beliefs of
party founder Balasaheb Thackeray.
"Everyone knows that Devendra
Fadnavis had 115 members with him. I
had only 50. Still, he, PM Modi and
Home Minister Amit Shah made me CM
despite having numbers with them. This
decision of the BJP has opened the eyes

Corporation's standing committee, coming under the
radar of the Enforcement
Directorate in connection
with alleged violations of the
Foreign Exchange
Management Act recently.
Earlier in April this year,
the Income Tax department
had attached as many as 41
properties including a flat
worth Rs 5 crore allegedly
belonging to Mr Jadhav in
connection with an alleged
tax evasion case.
A few weeks ago, Shiv Sena
leader Sanjay Raut had
alleged that the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) was using
central agencies to put pressure on independents and
smaller parties to vote in
favour of the BJP candidates.
"If the ED's control is given
to us for two days, then
Devendra Fadnavis too will

vote for us," Raut had said.
Meanwhile, BJP legislator
Rahul Narvekar easily went
past the majority mark with
164 votes. Narvekar was up
against Shiv Sena MLA Rajan
Salvi of the Uddhav
Thackeray team who got 107.
Earlier, the two Shiv Sena
factions, one headed by former chief minister Uddhav
Thackeray and the other led
by Eknath Shinde, issued
whips asking the MLAs to
vote for their respective
Speaker candidates.
The post of Speaker in the
Maharashtra Assembly had
been lying vacant since
Congress' Nana Patole
resigned in February 2021 to
become the party's state unit
president. Deputy Speaker
Narhari Zirwal had been
functioning as the Deputy
Speaker.

"Not Demotion:" Raj Thackeray On Devendra
Fadnavis, Maharashtra Deputy Chief Minister
 DEVENDRA FADNAVIS HAD INITIALLY DENIED BEING A PART OF
THE NEW GOVERNMENT AND
HAD SAID THAT HE WOULD SUPPORT THE GOVERNMENT FROM
OUTSIDE.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

aharashtra Navnirman Sena chief Raj
Thackeray has extended his best wishes to
BJP leader Devendra Fadnavis for being
sworn in as the deputy chief minister of the state,
further praising him for accepting the junior slot in
the government following the order of the party
high command despite him being a two-time chief
minister.
Fadnavis had initially denied being a part of the
new government and had said that he would sup-

M

port the government from outside. However, on
the word of the party high command, he accepted
to join the government as a deputy.
Thackeray denied calling it a "demotion" of
Devendra Fadnavis stating that it has been done to
with an aim to meet a target.
Taking to Twitter, the MNS chief tweeted, "I
won't say anything about you being appointed the

MAHA REBEL MLAS' GRAND 'GHAR WAPSI' AFTER 12 DAYS' GETAWAY IN 3 STATES
After remaining 12 days on
the move, jet-setting to 3
states and successfully
toppling Maharashtra's
Maha Vikas Aghadi (MVA)
from long distance, the
rebel group of Shiv Sena
and independent/smaller
parties' MLAs finally
returned to their home
state late on Saturday.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

A

fter remaining 12 days on the
move, jet-setting to 3 states and
successfully toppling
Maharashtra's Maha Vikas Aghadi
(MVA) from long distance, the rebel
group of Shiv Sena and independent/smaller parties' MLAs finally
returned to their home state late on
Saturday.
Chief Minister Eknath Shinde, who

had gone to Goa to fetch them, travelled with them in a special flight, a
convoy of deluxe buses, flanked by
security vehicles, zooming through a
'green corridor' to the Hotel Taj
President in Cuffe Parade.
The MLAs will put up at the hotel
before travelling 3-kms to Vidhan
Bhavan in Nariman Point to attend
the 2-day special session of
Maharashtra Assembly on SundayMonday to elect a new Speaker and a
"vote of confidence".
Traffic was halted on almost the
entire 27-km route from Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj International Airport
to Cuffe Parade, with tight security on
both sides as a precaution.
A battery of top Bharatiya Janata
Party functionaries led by its state
President Chandrakant Patil accorded them a conquerors' welcome at
the hotel late this evening.
On the night of June 20, the rebels
had quietly gone incommunicado
and by June 21 morning, all political

hell broke loose as the 'rebellion"
came to the fore, shaking the 30month-old MVA regime headed by
Chief Minister Uddhav Thackeray.
Initially, the rebels spent a night in
Gujarat's Surat, then flew down to
Guwahati for around a week, and
then to Goa for the past 3 days,
always remaining out of "reach" of
the desperate Shiv Sena leaders in
Mumbai hoping to win - and wean them back.
Probably sensing the writing on
the wall, after a fervent appeal to the
deserters, Thackeray vacated his official residence 'Varsha' on June 22,
and shifted to his private home
'Matoshri'.
As the political crisis became
deeper, Thackeray resigned as the
CM and also quit his MLC seat on
the night of June 29 - after an emotional social media address to the
state. The next day, June 30, the BJP
sprang a massive surprise by supporting the rebel group leader

TV stars urge followers to make
single-use plastics ban work
International Plastic
Free Day (July 3) is
a global initiative to
eliminate the use of
plastic bags and
spread awareness
about plastic pollution. TV actors talk
about reducing the
use of plastic for a
sustainable and
clean environment.
Team Absolute|Mumbai
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nternational Plastic Free
Day (July 3) is a global initiative to eliminate the use
of plastic bags and spread
awareness about plastic pollution. TV actors talk about
reducing the use of plastic for
a sustainable and clean environment.
Actor Kunal Jaisingh who
is currently seen essaying the
lead role in the TV show
Muskurane Ki Vajah Tum Ho

is against single-use plastics.
He says: "I'm avoiding single-use plastics such as
drinking straws, plates and
cutlery made from this material, which make our lives
easier at times, but seriously
harm the planet. These types
of products have viable alternatives and there is an urgent
need to choose these. I'm
with my government's new
guidelines against the use of
plastics to save our planet
earth."
Actress Mridula Oberoi
who plays an antagonist in
TV show Appnapan urges
people to carry a paper or
cloth bag.
She says: "Whenever we go
to the supermarket, if every
time we go we use reusable
bags (cloth, string or wicker)
the health of our planet will
improve. From now on,
remember to take yours
when leaving the house. I'm
against polybags. This time
we should support our government in the fight against
plastic."Mitaali Nag, from the

TV show Ghum Hai Kisikey
Pyaar Meiin, urges you to pay
attention and put your plastic
waste in the correct recycling
container.
"Our lifestyle sometimes
prevents us from paying
attention to details.
Therefore, when it comes to
recycling plastic waste it can
end up in the wrong container. Before throwing your
waste away, think where each
item has to go," she adds,
showing her support to the
Government for the ban of
plastic.
Actress Shubhangi Atre
seen as Angoori Bhabhi, in
TV show Bhabi Ji Ghar Par
Hai fame asks to reuse and
give some of the packaging a
new purpose.
"If you have no choice but
to buy a plastic bottle or a
plastic container in an emergency, reuse it instead of
throwing it away. A bottle can
be filled up as many times as
you like and containers can
be used to store other food or
as planting pots."

of many," he said.
"Now a BJP-Shiv Sena government
has taken charge, based on the beliefs of
Balasaheb Thackeray. Till date, we had
seen that people change sides from
Opposition to the government but this
time leaders of government went to the
Opposition," the new Maharashtra CM
added.

Eknath Shinde made the remarks
after BJP candidate Rahul Narwekar was
elected as the Speaker of the
Maharashtra Assembly with 164 votes in
support and 107 against him. He defeated Maha Vikas Aghadi (MVA) alliance's
nominee Shiv Sena MLA Rajan Salvi for
the Speaker post. Narwekar (45) is the
youngest ever Assembly Speaker in the
country, Deputy Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis noted. The new
Assembly Speaker is the son-in-law of
NCP leader Ramraje Nimbalkar, chairperson of the Maharashtra Legislative
Council. The two-day special session of
the 288-member Assembly began at
Vidhan Bhavan in south Mumbai at 11
am on Sunday. The newly formed
Eknath Shinde-led government will face
a vote of confidence on Monday. The
House has one vacancy owing to the
death of Shiv Sena's Ramesh Latke.

Eknath Shinde for the top post, and
hours later the BJP central leadership
dropped a bolt by insisting former
CM Devendra Fadnavis join the new
government as Deputy Chief
Minister.
The same evening, Shinde and
Fadnavis took oath as Chief Minister
and Deputy CM, finally drawing the
curtain on the unprecedented political upheaval that rocked the state for
10 days.Shortly after their arrival at
the hotel, the BJP and Shinde group
MLAs', besides independents and
smaller parties, numbering around
170, got into their first face-to-face
joint meeting to finalise their political
strategies for the next couple of days.
Following the Speaker's election
on Sunday - with a contest between
BJP's Rahul Narwekar and MVA's
Sena MLA Rajan Salvi - and the confidence vote scheduled on Monday,
the two-man Shinde-Fadnavis cabinet expansion process is likely to be
set rolling.

deputy chief minister as a promotion or demotion,
I would only say this that when a target is to be
aimed, the rope of the bow is pulled back with the
arrow to hit the target. And this is not considered a
demotion."
Thackeray also extended best wishes to Eknath
Shinde for being sworn in as the Chief Minister
and also cautioned him asking him to "take measured steps."
"My heartfelt congratulations to you on being
sworn in as the Chief Minister of Maharashtra. It is
indeed a moment of happiness for us. Providence
has given you this opportunity. I hope you will
prove it with your confidence. Be alert. Take measured steps," he tweeted.
He also had taken a veiled jibe at Uddhav
Thackeray during the Maharashtra crisis saying
that "When anyone misunderstands good fortune
as one's personal accomplishment, therein begins
the journey of one's decline."
Though Raj Thackeray has not named Uddhav,
however, the timing of the tweet gave an indication
of the reference to his brother.

Amravati killing prime accused
sent to police custody till July 7
A court in
Maharashtra's
Amravati district on
Sunday sent the
prime accused in the
murder of chemist
Umesh Pralhadrao
Kolhe to police custody till July 7, officials said here.
Team Absolute|Nagpur

A

court in Maharashtra's
Amravati district on
Sunday sent the prime
accused in the murder of
chemist Umesh Pralhadrao
Kolhe to police custody till
July 7, officials said here.
The accused - Sheikh Irfan

- who is also the mastermind
behind the dastardly killing
of Kolhe on the night of June
21, was nabbed from Nagpur
on Saturday, hours after the
Centre handed over the
probe to the National
Investigation Agency (NIA).
The other accused arrested
are Mudassir Ahmed, 22,
Shahrukh Pathan, 25, Abdul
Taufiq , 24, Shoib Khan, 22,
Atib Rashid, 22, and Yusuf
Bahadur Khan.
Currently, Irfan, 35, is
being interrogated by the
investigation team, and the
police indicate the possibility
of more arrests being carried
out in the case.
Deputy Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis termed
the Amravati incident as a
"very serious matter and the

killing was barbaric" and the
NIA will attempt to unravel if
it has any international links.
Former Home Minister
Dilip Walse-Patil, declining to
comment, merely said that
now the NIA has taken over
the probe, they will do a thorough job. Kolhe, 54, a veterinary chemist was waylaid on
the night of June 21 when he
was driving home on his
scooter, and stabbed in the
neck, after he allegedly forwarded some posts supporting ex-BJP spokesperson
Nupur Sharma's comments.
The incident - which took
place at the height of a political crisis in the state - was virtually ignored and shot to
limelight after the Centre
asked the NIA to probe the
matter.

Maha Speaker, BJP's Rahul Narwekar
is India's youngest in the august seat
Mumbai lawyer and first-time legislator, Rahul Narwekar, 45, has been elected as the youngest
Speaker of Maharashtra Legislative Assembly and also becomes the youngest ever in India to hold
this august Constitutional post, here on Sunday.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

M

umbai lawyer and first-time
legislator, Rahul Narwekar,
45, has been elected as the
youngest Speaker of Maharashtra
Legislative Assembly and also
becomes the youngest ever in India
to hold this august Constitutional
post, here on Sunday.
A Bharatiya Janata Party MLA from
Colaba, Narwekar was elected to the
high office at a Special Assembly
Session, trouncing his sole Maha
Vikas Aghadi-backed Shiv Sena
nominee Rajan Salvi.
Interestingly, Narwekar is married
to Sarojini, the daughter of
Nationalist Congress Party's Ramraje
Naik-Nimbalkar, who is the
Chairman of the Maharashtra
Legislative Council.
Deputy Chief Minister Devendra
Fadnavis, pointing out at the happy

familial coincidence, said that now
the 'relation between the Upper
House and Lower House is akin to a
father-in-law and son-in-law', amid
cheers, as the new Speaker smiled.
However, Narwekar had served as
a Governor Nominated MLC (Upper
House) from 2016 before becoming
MLA in 2019. Hailing from a political
family, the soft-spoken but sharp
legal eagle Narwekar started his
career with the Shiv Sena around
late-1990s, but felt stifled due to lack
of leadership opportunities. After he
was denied a ticket to the 2014 Lok
Sabha elections, he quit the Sena in a
huff and threw his lot with the NCP,
where his father-in-law was already a
senior leader. The NCP rewarded
Narwekar with a ticket from Maval
Lok Sabha constituency in 2014, but
he came a distant third to Shiv Sena's
winner Shrirang Barne and the runner-up PWP's Laxman Jagtap and

was compensated as an MLC.
Ahead of the 2019 Maharashtra
Assembly elections, he hopped from
the NCP to the BJP, which fielded
him from Colaba in South Mumbai
and secured his maiden victory to
the Lower House. Barely 31 months
later, Narwekar scripted history to
become the youngest legislator to be
elected as the 16th Speaker (since
1960) and also is now the youngest
ever lawmaker to occupy the coveted
top legislative post in the country.
His father, Suresh Narwekar was a
BrihanMumbai Municipal
Corporation Municipal Corporator,
his brother Makarand Narwekar is a
two-term independent Municipal
Corporator, and his sister-in-law
Harshita Narwekar is also a BJP
Municipal Corporator.
Shortly after his election was
declared formally by the Deputy
Speaker Narhari Zirwal, Chief

Minister Eknath Shinde, Deputy
Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis,
Congress President Nana Patole,
NCP leader Ajit Pawar, and other
senior Members escorted Narwekar
to the Speaker's 'hot seat' from where
he would crack his Constitutional
whip to run the House in order and
legislative decorum. Hailing
Narwekar, top leaders of various parties expressed hopes that he would
function in a judicious and impartial
manner and carry forward the glorious traditions of the state Speakers,
some of whom have gone ahead to
many higher offices in public life.
Usually, the post of Speaker is held
by senior legislators with years of
experience and multiple tenures in
the Lower House of Assemblies or
Parliament, but a first-time lawmaker
Narwekar's elevation to the plum
post has set a new trend in the
country.
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Sigourney
Weaver plays
new character
in 'Avatar: The
Way of Water'
Los Angeles | Agencies

A

fter photos of Kate Winslet in the forthcoming 'Avatar:
The Way of Water' surfaced on the Internet, the first
glimpse at Sigourney Weaver in the forthcoming chapter of the sci-fi venture too made their way to the public domain -- and she's portraying an entirely new
character, reports 'Entertainment Weekly'.
In an image, Weaver can be seen as a blue alien teenager, a far
cry from the doomed Dr. Grace Augustine, whom she played in
the original blockbuster. As mentioned by 'Entertainment
Weekly', another surprising detail is that her new character, Kiri,
is a member of the Na'vi and Jake and Neytiri's adopted daughter. The photo appears in this month's issue of 'Empire' magazine, which features interviews with the cast and director James
Cameron. For Weaver, the role was a
chance to relive her adolescence.
She told the magazine, "I
think we all pretty much
remember what we were
feeling as adolescents. I
certainly do. I was 5' 10"
or 5' 11" when I was
11. I felt strongly that
Kiri would feel awkward a lot of the
time. She's
searching for
who she is. I
was thrilled to
be given that
challenge
by Jim."

Patrick Wilson says his
'Moonfall' character very
different from previous roles

Los Angeles | Agencies

H

ollywood star Patrick
Wilson shares why he
wanted to be part of
the sci-fi film 'Moonfall'. He
credited the director, Roland
Emmerich, to accept this project and pursue it.
Patrick said: "I think working with Roland again was
what's exciting enough for me
to jump on to the project. I
had a great time with him on
the first film 'Midway'. This
character is different from a lot
of characters I have played,
and I haven't done a space
movie or a science fiction
movie. So, this checked a lot of
boxes for me."
He further added: "My
favourite scenes of the movie
are usually defined by the
experience. I think the scenes
in the cockpit were fun. This is
my second film with Roland,
and you know whether it's a
historical movie or a big disaster movie, nothing is off-limits
or too big for him."
On his working experience
with the director: "He always
had such a very cool and respectful casual demeanour. Even if he's upset about something,
it's never overwhelming. He always at least seems in complete control. So that gives us
such faith as actors because we know we are in such good hands," concluded the
'Insidious' actor.'Moonfall', written, directed and co-produced by Roland Emmerich, premiered on July 1 on Lionsgate Play.

Taron Egerton in talks
with Marvel Studios
to play Wolverine
Los Angeles | Agencies

next in Apple TV+ drama 'Black
Bird', to debut on July 8. He
plays an imprisoned drug dealer in the six-episode series
adapted by Dennis Lehane
from the prison memoir of
James Keene.
Egerton's character faces
the offer of a commuted
sentence if he is able to
convince his fellow inmate
to admit to serious crimes.

T

aron Egerton is in talks
with Kevin Feige and
other Marvel Studio
executives about taking on
the role of Wolverine, previously brought to screen by
Hugh Jackman, reports
'Deadline'.
The 'Rocketman' star told
'The New York Times' about his
desire to pick up the baton from
Jackman and play the character
central to both the X-Men and
Avengers franchises.
He said, "I don't think it would be
wrong to say that. I'd be excited
but I'd be apprehensive as
well, because Hugh is so
associated with the
Los
role that I'd wonAngeles |
der if it'd be very
Agencies
difficult for
someone else to
arta Kauffman,
do it. But hopethe co-creator
fully if it does
of the iconic
come around,
American sitcom 'Friends'
they'll give me
expressed her regret over the lack of
a shot."
diversity in her show as she felt that the
'Deadline'
show brought in systematic racism, reports
noted that the
'Deadline'. Kauffman said: "It took me a long time
British
to begin to understand how I internalised systemic
actor
racism. I've been working really hard to become an ally, an
will
anti-racist. And this seemed to me to be a way that I could parappear
ticipate in the conversation from a white woman's perspective."
'Friends', which Kauffman co-created with David Crane, has
been criticised through the years for its lack of diversity.
Kauffman at the time saw the show as being unfairly
targeted. Since then, she has been outspoken with
her regrets about its shortcomings -- both in
front of and behind the camera.
But she told the 'Los Angeles Times' this
week that she has now connected the show's
shortcomings in this area to her own failings.
"It was after what happened to George
Floyd that I began to wrestle with my having bought into systemic racism in ways I
was never aware of," said Kauffman. "That
was really the moment that I began to
examine the ways I had participated. I knew
then I needed to course-correct.
"I've learned a lot in the last 20 years,"
Kauffman continued. "Admitting and accepting
guilt is not easy. It's painful looking at yourself in
the mirror. I'm embarrassed that I didn't know better 25 years ago."
"I feel I was finally able to make some difference
in the conversation," she said. "I have to say, after
agreeing to this and when I stopped sweating, it
didn't unburden me, but it lifted me up."
"But until in my next production I can do
it right, it isn't over. I want to make sure
from now on in every production I do that
I am conscious in hiring people of color
and actively pursue young writers of color.
I want to know I will act differently from
now on. And then, I will feel unburdened." she concluded.

M

MARTA
KAUFFMAN
REGRETS LACK OF
DIVERSITY IN ICONIC
'90S SHOW

Aramis Knight lists
similarities he
shares with his 'Ms.
Marvel' character

ABSOLUTE PIC OF THE DAY

Los Angeles | Agencies

A

merican actor Aramis Knight, who
essays the role of Kareem, a member of the Red Daggers, in the
superhero series 'Ms. Marvel', spoke
about the similarities he shares with
his character.
The actor said: "I think the producers made a very smart choice
while casting us because everyone
who has been casted for characters
have been the characters which are
very similar to the individual that
they are portrayed by."
"Moreover, my character of
Kareem is someone who is compassionate and someone who has passion to work for the cause. Also I
think I connect with him over the
cause of loyalty because he is very loyal
to the Red Daggers and I am a very loyal
person as well. So I definitely saw a lot of
myself in Kareem and then comes the
martial arts aspect as I am a martial
artiste as well."
However, not everything is identical
and overlapping between Knight and
Kareem, as he mentioned: "One thing I
would say is different about me and
Kareem is that I am from California and
my grandmother was from Karachi originally.So, I had to learn a new dialect.

"I
can picture my grandmother's voice in my head. It helped a lot
with the general rules of having a Karachi
accent. This part was a bit difficult, hours
of dialogue training helped me master it
over a period of time," he concluded.

Karrueche
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ENG v IND, 5th Test:

INDIA GAIN 132-RUN LEAD OVER
ENGLAND DESPITE BAIRSTOW'S 106
Mohammed Siraj
picked four wickets
while Jasprit Bumrah
scalped three wickets
as India bowled out
England for 284 in 61.3
overs, gaining a sizeable lead of 132 runs
in the rescheduled
fifth Test at
Edgbaston on Sunday.
Birmingham|Agencies

M

ohammed Siraj picked four
wickets while Jasprit Bumrah
scalped three wickets as
India bowled out England for 284 in
61.3 overs, gaining a sizeable lead of
132 runs in the rescheduled fifth Test
at Edgbaston on Sunday.
For England, Jonny Bairstow made
a belligerent 106, sharing stands of 66
with Ben Stokes (25) and 92 with Sam
Billings (36) but it wasn't enough to
avoid conceding a handy lead to
India. Bairstow continued from where
he left off in lunch, clipping Thakur in
the gap between deep mid-wicket
and deep mid-on for a boundary.
From the other end, Sam Billings
struck Jasprit Bumrah for boundaries
through fine-leg and third-man to

keep England's run-flow continuing.
Bairstow then got his century with
a crunchy back-foot punch off
Thakur, square through the off-side,
with Ravindra Jadeja slipping on the
boundary and allowing the ball to
cross the rope for a boundary.
With Thakur struggling to nail his
line and length, both Bairstow and
Billings were able to rotate the strike
to keep the scoreboard moving, with
the former surviving an lbw appeal
off Bumrah via DRS.
Bumrah and Jadeja combined to
concede only six in four overs of sustained pressure. The beneficiary of
that tightness was Mohammed
Shami, who delivered the breakthrough for India with the first ball of

his spell to end Bairstow's knock at
106.
On a full and outside the off-stump
ball from Shami, Bairstow couldn't
resist driving hard away from his
body and gave a healthy edge to Kohli
at first slip, who directed a flying kiss
immediately towards Barmy Army
fans.India then peppered Stuart
Broad with short-pitched stuff and in
an attempt to break free, he skied one
high in the air off Mohammed Siraj,
giving a simple catch to wicketkeeper
Rishabh Pant. Siraj got his third scalp
when Billings played-on while trying
to guide the ball through the third
man, departing for 36.
He then ended England's innings
when Matthew Potts nicked to sec-

Indian men win gold, women silver in
Asia & Oceania ultra running event
z Led by Amar Singh
Devanda, the Indian
ultra runners stole
the show in the
International
Association of Ultra
Runners (IAU) 24H
Asia and Oceania
Championships,
winning the Men's
Individual and Team
titles at the
Kanteerava
Stadium here on
Sunday.
Bengaluru|Agencies

L

ed by Amar Singh
Devanda, the Indian
ultra runners stole the
show in the International
Association of Ultra Runners
(IAU) 24H Asia and Oceania
Championships, winning the
Men's Individual and Team
titles at the Kanteerava
Stadium here on Sunday.
The Indian men's team
clocked a combined total of
739.959 km over the scheduled 24 hours, starting from 8
am on Saturday, to comfortably clinch the gold medal
after finishing the race on
Sunday.

Amar Singh managed a
personal best of 258.418 km,
which was over 18 kilometres
more than his previous best,
to outshine the field. He was
followed home by Saurav
Kumar Ranjan (242.564) and
Geeno Antony (238.977), to
make it a clean sweep for
India in the Individual
Championships.
Australia (628.405) and
Chinese Taipei (563.591)
clinched the second and
third positions in the Team
competition.
On a pleasant day, with
light drizzles making stray
appearances, the Indian
women's team put up a
strong performance to secure
the second position.
Together, they ran an impressive 570.70 km, threatening

the eventual winners all
through the day.
Australia, however,
clinched the first position
with 607.63 km. Chinese
Taipei took the third position
with 529.082. Taipei's Kuan Ju
Lin (216.877 km) took the
first position in the women's
individual while Australia's
Cassie Cohen (214.990) and
Allicia Heron (211.442)
grabbed the other two places
on the podium.
Race Director, Nagaraj
Adiga of NEB Sports, the
organisers, expressed his
delight at the success of the
Championships. "This is the
first time that India hosted an
IAU Championship of this
scale. I thank everybody for
making it a huge success," he
said.

ond slip for a low catch, with replays
taking a long time to decide whether
the ball had hit the ground or Iyer's
finger was on the ground before the
catch.Earlier, in a riveting first session, after a quiet time, England shifted gears from the 34th over, with
Stokes and Bairstow taking a boundary each off Shami. Bairstow, fired up
after an exchange of words with Virat
Kohli, welcomed Siraj with back-toback boundaries -- a swipe through
mid-wicket was followed by a chip
over cover.
Stokes had luck on his side when
he skied a shot off Shami, but Thakur
spilled the chance at cover, giving
him life on 18. Bairstow added salt to
the wound by smashing the next two
balls for boundaries -- a flick over
deep square leg was followed by a loft
over mid-on.
After Bairstow reached his fifty,
Thakur struck in his very first over
when Bumrah took a screamer of a
catch, diving full length to his left at
mid-off to dismiss Stokes just one ball
after dropping a sitter of him. But
Bairstow continued to march on,
smashing short as well as full balls
from Siraj and Thakur for boundaries,
with a swat over backward square leg
for six being the standout.

Brief scores :
India 416 lead England 284 all out in
61.3 overs (Jonny Bairstow 106, Sam
Billings 36; Mohammed Siraj 4-66,
Jasprit Bumrah 3-68) by 132 runs

 WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS
BRONZE MEDALLIST JAMUNA BORO
PUT UP ANOTHER
CLINICAL PERFORMANCE AND
GOT THE BETTER OF
KAZAKHSTAN'S
ANEL SAKYSH TO
ENTER THE FINAL
OF ELORDA CUP IN
NUR-SULTAN,
KAZAKHSTAN ON
SUNDAY.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

W

orld Championships
bronze medallist
Jamuna Boro put up
another clinical performance and got the better of
Kazakhstan's Anel Sakysh to
enter the final of Elorda cup
in Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan
on Sunday.
According to information
received here, Jamuna, who
hails from Assam produced
a clinical and dominating
performance during her
thumping win against the
home boxer by unanimous
margin in the 54kg semifinal.
Her speed and footwork
were spot on as she managed to evade her opponent's punches several times

before freeing herself up to
land a few of her own
towards the end of the opening round.
While the Indian dominated the proceedings in the
second round, Jamuna's
determination and composure under pressure gifted
her the win in a highly competitive final round
Meanwhile, the other two
women boxers- Sakshi
(54kg) and Sonia (57kg)
ended their campaign with
0-5 and 2-3 defeat against
Uzbekistan's Nigina
Uktamova and Sitora
Turdibekova respectively.
The challenge in the
men's section also ended in
the semi-finals as all the 4
pugilists playing today lost
unanimously. While
Kuldeep (48kg) and Jugnoo
(92kg) lost to kazakh boxers
Asilbek Jalilov and Aibek
Oralbey respectively, Anant
went down fighting against
China's Fang Bo.
Sachin (57kg) showed

 THE QUALIFICATION FOR
THE INAUGURAL EDITION
OF ICC U19 WOMEN'S T20
WORLD CUP IN SOUTH
AFRICA NEXT YEAR,
STARTED ON SUNDAY
WITH INDONESIA DEFEATING PAPUA NEW GUINEA
BY 37 RUNS IN THE FIRST
OF THREE MATCHES AS
QUALIFYING EVENTS
RETURN TO THE EAST ASIA
PACIFIC REGION FOR THE
FIRST TIME SINCE 2019.
Bali (Indonesia)|Agencies

T

he qualification for the inaugural edition of ICC U19 Women's
T20 World Cup in South Africa
next year, started on Sunday with
Indonesia defeating Papua New
Guinea by 37 runs in the first of three
matches as qualifying events return
to the East Asia Pacific region for the
first time since 2019.
Indonesia and Papua New Guinea
will play the best of three matches in
the ICC U19 Women's T20 World

 INDIA FIELDED THIRD
TEAM IN THE OPEN SECTION AFTER GETTING A
LAST-MINUTE ENTRY TO
REGISTER THEIR HIGHESTEVER PARTICIPATION IN
THE 44TH CHESS
OLYMPIAD SCHEDULED TO
BE HELD AT
MAHABALIPURAM FROM
JULY 28 TO AUGUST 10.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

I

has registered for the showdown in
India and in order to even out the
number of entries, as per norm,
FIDE approved a third team from the
host country. "This is the best gift
India could have ever got. Difficult
to imagine even in the wildest
dreams that 25 Indians would be
competing together in an Olympiad.
As organizers of the Olympiad and
officials of the All India Chess
Federation (AICF), this is the proud-

Jamuna Boro among four Indian
boxers to enter finals of Elorda Cup

great courage and fight
against 2021 World
Championships silver
medallist Serik Temirzhanov
of Kazakhstan but lost the
bout eventually.
Late on Saturday night,
World Youth Champions
Gitika (48kg) and Alfiya
(81+KG) stormed into the
final. Gitika won her bout
against Uzbekistan's
Marjona Savrieva 4-1 while
Alfiya showed her dominance against Valeria
Axenova of Kazakhstan as
the referee had to stop the
contest in the second round.
The inaugural edition of
Elorda Cup has been witnessing the presence of top
players from strong boxing
countries such as India,
Uzbekistan, hosts
Kazakhstan, Cuba, China
and Mongolia.
Four Indian boxersKalaivani Srinivasan (48kg),
Gitika (48kg), Jamuna (54kg)
and Alfiya (81+kg) will play
the final on Monday.

ICC U19 Women's T20 World Cup Qualifier
begins with Indonesia's win over PNG

Cup East Asia Pacific Qualifier at the
Udayana Cricket Ground in Bali from
3 to 5 July to see which team secures
their region's World Cup spot.
Australia, Bangladesh, England,
India, Ireland, New Zealand,
Pakistan, South Africa, Sri Lanka,
United States of America, West
Indies, Zimbabwe and most recently
United Arab Emirates who qualified
from the Asia event last month are
the 13 confirmed teams for the inaugural event.The remaining teams are
to be decided through the global
qualification pathway.

Chess Olympiad: India to field
3rd team in open section

ndia fielded third team in the
open section after getting a lastminute entry to register their
highest-ever participation in the 44th
Chess Olympiad scheduled to be
held at Mahabalipuram from July 28
to August 10.
Grandmasters Surya Shekhar
Ganguly, Karthikeyan Murali, SP
Sethuraman, Abhijeet Gupta and
Abhimanyu Puranik comprise the
third Indian team with Gujarat's first
GM, Tejas Bakre as the captain.
A record breaking 187 teams, the
highest-ever for any Chess Olympiad,
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est moment for all of us," said Bharat
Singh Chauhan, Secretary AICF and
also the Olympiad Director. Ganguly,
a six-time National Champion, was
Vishwanathan Anand's second in
four World Championships and has
represented India in six Chess
Olympiads so far. Sethuraman is
also a former National Champion
and was a part of the bronze medal
winning Indian team at Tromso
Olympiad in 2014.

Ganguly summed up the squad's
sentiment, saying: "Nothing could
be more exciting or thrilling than to
be playing in an Olympiad again
after a long time and first time in
your own country. And personally
too, this Olympiad is going to be a
very special one as I am a father
now and it is a super happy feeling
to be very honest."
Gupta was the third Indian to win
the World Junior title after Anand
and Pentala Harikrishna and is the
only Indian to win the
Commonwealth title on five occasions. Gupta has also won an
Individual silver medal at the
Istanbul Olympiad in 2012. The 23year-old K.Murali won the National
title twice and will be making his
debut for India at the Olympiad
along with 22-year-old Puranik.
Each country can field only one
team of five players (4 playing in
every round) but as a host, India is
entitled to field minimum two
Teams and maximum three teams in
each category if the total participating number of countries is odd in
number. The Women section has
attracted 162 entries, the highest
ever and India will be fielding two
teams in this section for the first
time too.

In addition to the on-field action,
the first-ever 100 percent Cricket ICC
Tutor Workshop involving all females
will take place from July 5-7. The
Workshop aims to support Associate
Members to develop their own
trained workforce who are equipped
and accredited to deliver the ICC
Level 1 Coaching Course.
Educators and Tutors from the
ICC, Australian Cricket, New Zealand
Cricket, and Persatuan Cricket
Indonesia (PCI) will come together
to train female Tutors from across
Indonesia. "We are looking forward

to the ICC U19 Women's T20 World
Cup East Asia Pacific Qualifier which
not only represents an opportunity
for these talented youngsters to play
for their country in a World Cup
Qualifier, but also celebrate the
return of ICC qualifying events to the
region," said EAP Acting Regional
Development Manager Rob Gomm.
"Running the first-ever 100 per
cent Cricket ICC Tutor Workshop
which aims to develop a trained
workforce in Associate Members,
shows our commitment to both the
women's game as well as building
stronger partnerships across all ICC
Members in the region.
I would like to thank PCI for showing the vision and drive to host these
events and wish both teams the very
best in the Qualifier," he added.
General Manager of Persatuan
Cricket Indonesia Fiermansyah Afie
said: "We are excited to host this
tournament in Bali as it shows our
supporters and stakeholders what
we're all about - using cricket as a
sport to unite the country through
international success and generating
national pride. Hosting events like
this means everything to our country
and we are ready to deliver an outstanding tournament and provide
life-long memories for both teams."

Not here for only good results, want to develop Indian
players too, says Chennaiyin FC coach Thomas Brdaric
The newly-appointed Chennaiyin FC head coach Thomas
Brdaric has emphasized that he is not here for only good
results, but also keen to impart skills that will be helpful for
the development of Indian football as well as for the players.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

he newly-appointed Chennaiyin FC
head coach Thomas Brdaric has emphasized that he is not here for only good
results, but also keen to impart skills that will
be helpful for the development of Indian football as well as for the players.
"I like Indian football and the Indian players. They have some individual skills and I
want to develop them. I am not only here to
get results. I'm also here to evolve young players," Brdaric was quoted as saying by the
Indian Super League website.
"It's a special time here, and of course, I
have to adapt a little bit to Indian football and
to understand how the players work. I'm also
happy that I have a chance to show these
players here the German football style and I
hope they will like it."
The German, who was appointed as the
club's new head coach on June 15, wants to
provide Indian fans with a glimpse of German
football and has vouched to play an attacking
brand of football that would make the
Chennaiyin FC fans proud.
The former German international has a 13year experience under his belt and is hoping
to put it to practice in Indian Super League
(ISL) and make Chennaiyin FC contenders for
the crown yet again. The Marina Machans finished eighth in ISL 2021-22 campaign and

Brdaric wants the club to remain positive
about an improvement in this campaign.
The 47-year-old also spoke about taking up
the role, his playing style and his ambitions.
"I think it's not possible to explain in a few
words in a sense. I think we should work out
my philosophy and implement it according to
the skills of our players. I think it should also
fit with the club. But generally, I like offensive
football and creating chances through fast
transition football. But we can't neglect the
defence. It's also our part of the game to play
in pressing zones and we will try to implement that in training sessions. For sure it will
be a good challenge for all of us," he said.
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SAMANTHA BLAMES KJO FILMS FOR
PORTRAYING MARRIAGES UNREALISTICALLY
Team Absolute|Hyderabad

T

he seventh season of the
well-known celebrity talk
show - 'Koffee With Karan' is
about to begin. Samantha
Ruth Prabhu is seen pulling

Karan Johar's leg in the flamboyant trailer,
which came out on Saturday. She brings
up the subject of marriages in his films.
Samantha appeared on Karan's show.
She created a name for herself in the first
episode of the Hindi webseries The Family
Man-2. The precise air date of Samantha
Ruth Prabhu's episode is still unknown,

but it seems like the Majili actress had a
few light-hearted moments during her
appearance on the show.
As Karan Johar and Samantha appear to
be having a good time talking about some
recent events, Samantha is heard telling
Karan: "You are the reason behind unhappy marriages."

"You have portrayed life as 'K3G- Kabhi
Kushi Kabhi Gham', whereas in fact, life is
'KGF,'" Samantha says. These amusing
exchanges between Karan Johar and
Samantha have gone viral.

Haarsh Limbachiyaa wishes
wife Bharti on her b'day
Aakruti Bagla|Mumbai

C

omedienne Bharti Singh has all the reasons to cheer up as she
gets a year older today. Her husband Haarsh Limbachiyaa shared
a picture with Bharti on his Instagram stories in a green shimmery gown and wrote a small caption: "Happy Birthday my love".
Born on July 3, 1984 in Amritsar, Punjab, Bharti has been part of
several projects including 'Comedy Nights Bachao', 'Khatron Ke
Khiladi 9', 'Hunarbaaz Desh Ki Shaan', 'The Khatra Khatra
Show' and many more. This birthday is more special as she is
celebrating with her baby Gola. Her family and friends
including Avika Gor, Yuvika Chaudhary, Mubeen Saudagar
and other are sending across their best wishes for her.
Mubeen wrote with a heart emoji: "Happy Birthday to my
sis God bless you" Many of her fans also shared birthday
wishes. One fan commented: "Happy birthday Laughter
Queen!" Another fan wrote: "Happiest born day bharti ji"

AADIL KHAN: ACTING IS A
PROFESSION THAT
DEMANDS A LITTLE MORE
THAN 100% OUT OF YOU

Team Absolute|Mumbai

P

opular singer Armaan Malik paid tribute to the late
singer Krishnakumar Kunnath at his recent concert in
Trivandrum by singing KK's memorable song 'Pal' from
his debut album, 'Pal' which made him very famous.
Before the performance, Armaan said: "This next song is
dedicated to the legend we lost recently, KK. I've been a huge
huge huge fan of his and he has inspired so many musicians
and so many singers like me. We'll always remember every
moment, every song of his. This one is especially dedicated to
the gem who's up there in the heavens right now. "
Armaan also uploaded the tribute on his social media. In
the caption he mentioned: "Har Pal(every
moment) in our memories.. we miss you
#KK sir... Paid a humble tribute to the legend at last week's concert in Trivandrum
with my amazing band."
Armaan's recent hits include '2 Steps' in
collaboration with Ed Sheeran, 'You',
'Nakhrey Nakhrey', 'De Taali' and 'Jaan Hai
Meri'.

Aakruti Bagla|Mumbai

A

fter winning our hearts with his power-packed performance in
Shikara and Special Ops 1.5, actor Aadil Khan is all set to
enthral us with his stint in Shoorveer.
Talking about the show and his character, Aadil said, "The show is
all about bringing together best officials from the 3 wings of armed
forces i.e. Army, Navy and Airforce and forming an effective team
called 'hawks'. The name of my character is Salim Kamali and it has a
lot of layers. He is a family man, but on the other hand, he can go to
any lengths for his country."
Be it Shikara which was helmed by Vidhu Vinod Chopra or Special
Ops 1.5 backed by Neeraj Pandey. The actor shares how working with
critically acclaimed filmmakers and seasoned actors help one grow
professionally and personally. Talking about how has this helped him
evolve, Aadil quipped, "This is an industry where experience really
matters. Working with stalwarts like Vidhu Vinod Chopra, Neeraj
Panday, and Kay Kay Menon to name a few, helped me grow not only
professionally but also personally. Acting is a profession that
demands a little more than 100% out of you. Working with such people I learned how to enjoy the work. All I can say is that these guys are
walking institutions and it's just amazing
being around them."
Reminiscing the time when he
realised that acting is his calling,
the actor shared, "I feel as
Indians acting and cricket
run in our blood. Since
childhood I was over-dramatic and so I can say that
the germ of acting was
ingrained since childhood. I
thoroughly enjoyed being an
RJ, but when Shikara happened
to me, I realised that acting is
something that gives me
immense pleasure."
Talking about the surge in
OTT space and how it has created opportunities for people, the
actor sighed that we are in a
decent space right now. "I see it
from a perspective that a lot of
good stories are coming up. Also
making a show involves a lot of
people behind the scenes,
and so it has created work
opportunities for people", said Aadil.
On a parting note,
the actor sheds
light on the importance of fitness
and why he takes
it seriously.
"People need to
take fitness
seriously as it
is not just
about physical
appearance,
but also has
an impact
on mental
health",
Aadil
signs off.

ARMAAN MALIK PAYS TRIBUTE TO KK BY
SINGING HIS FAMOUS TRACK 'PAL'
Arshi Khan slams Munawar
for tweet on Justin
Bieber's facial
paralysis

INSTAGRAM PIC OF THE DAY

Team Absolute|Mumbai

'B

igg Boss 11' fame Arshi Khan hits
back at 'Lock Upp' winner
Munawar Faruqui after he tweeted
about singer Justin Bieber's facial paralysis. His tweet has drawn criticism from
several netizens.
Arshi, who is known for her acting in
TV shows such as 'Ishq Mein
Marjawan' and 'Vish' took her
Twitter account to
tweet, "Yeh mehnat kar ke
name n fame kamaya hai(He has
earned name and fame by doing
hard work). Youth ko galiya dena
sikha k nahi (Not by teaching
youth how to use abusive language). N still he looks more
handsome thn u.."
Arshi says: "Justin has earned
success in his career with his talent unlike Faruqui who is spotted
involved in controversial acts. He
is seen using slangs while performing stand-up comedy and that has
made him popular among youth.
Later, Arshi also mentioned that she
still finds Justin handsome compared to Faruqui."
He tweeted, "Dear Justin Bieber, i can
totally understand... Even here in India,
right side not working properly."
In an Instagram post, Justin Bieber
had informed fans about facial
paralysis.

Shreya Dhanwanthary
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